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ABSTRACT

Analysis of Grain Size Distribution and Hydraulic

Conductivity for a Variety of Sediment Types with

Application to Wadi Sediments

Jorge Rosas Aguilar

Grain size distribution, porosity, and hydraulic conductivity from over 400 un-

lithified sediment samples were analized. The measured hydraulic conductivity values

were then compared to values calculated using 20 different empirical equations com-

monly used to estimate hydraulic conductivity from grain size analyses. It was found

that most of the hydraulic conductivity values estimated from the empirical equations

correlated very poorly to the measured hydraulic conductivity values. Modifications

of the empirical equations, including changes to special coefficients and statistical

offsets, were made to produce modified equations that considerably improve the hy-

draulic conductivity estimates from grain size data for beach, dune, offshore marine,

and wadi sediments. Expected hydraulic conductivity estimation errors were reduced.

Correction factors were proposed for wadi sediments, taking mud percentage and the

standard deviation (in phi units) into account.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Hydraulic conductivity measurements have always been difficult and time consuming

to perform. It has become increasingly important to be able to accurately estimate

the hydraulic conductivity of unlithified sediments in the engineering design of natural

filtration projects, such as bank filtration, rapid infiltration basins, aquifer recharge

and recovery systems, seabed and beach galleries used for intakes to desalination

plants, and for various other hydrogeologic investigations [1, 2].

Several methods to estimate hydraulic conductivity based mainly on the grain

size distribution of the samples can be found in the literature [3–22]. Taking these

methods as the basis, a program in Microsoft Excel ®was written for the estimation

of hydraulic conductivity using 20 published formulas. Hydraulic conductivity calcu-

lations are desired for analyzing several sediments types, but in particular to analyze

wadi sediments.

Using the code written in Microsoft Excel ®, estimation of hydraulic conductivity

can be achieved in a faster way than the traditional and time-consuming permeameter

measurements. However, the methods provided estimates with a poor reliability,

deviating by up to 500% from the measured values.

Given the latter, a program in MATLAB®was implemented to find the correlation

between the calculated and the measured hydraulic conductivity values. After the

correlation for each of the 20 methods was found, new coefficients and corrections
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were proposed for the existing equations that best estimate hydraulic conductivity

from grain size distribution. The new equations provided a much better estimated

value for hydraulic conductivity than the original equations.

Improving hydraulic conductivity estimations is of main importance because the

existing methods are not accurate enough. Particularly for wadi sediments, the errors

are among the highest. The different formation processes they are subject to provide

the wadi sediments with differences in grain size distribution, making them difficult

to analyze accurately by the existing methods. Mud content is also a determining

factor that is not included explicitly in the existing available methods.

Hydraulic conductivity measurements and calculations for wadi sediments in Saudi

Arabia are of main interest for applications of aquifer recharge and recovery (ARR),

flood control, and recharge estimation. Having a better understanding of wadi hydrol-

ogy can help towards the successful management of the water resources in the King-

dom of Saudi Arabia and thus, helping to preserve the resource for the generations to

come. In addition, several projects for wastewater management and aquifer recharge

and recovery can also use the knowledge generated from understanding wadis.

The primary objectives of this research are:

• To assess the accuracy of 20 different methods used to estimate hydraulic conduc-

tivity from grain size distribution data by statistically comparing actual hydraulic

conductivity measurements with the estimated values for 431 samples.

• To improve the accuracy of hydraulic conductivity estimation for specific deposi-

tional environments.

• To identify which of the 20 empirical methods produce the best hydraulic conduc-

tivity estimates.

• To explore the relationships between statistical moments of the size distributions

of sediment samples and potential improvements to the empirical equations that can

be applied for hydraulic conductivity estimation.
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• To make modifications to the existing empirical equations that improve the accu-

racy of hydraulic conductivity estimation for wadi sediments.

• To improve the hydraulic conductivity estimates for specific wadi sediments appli-

cations, such as ARR.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Wadis

Wadis are ephemeral streams that occur in arid and semi-arid regions in the Middle

East, northern Africa, and southwest Asia [23]. They occur in topographically low

areas formed by either structural deformation or erosion [23]. ”Wadi” has been defined

as ”a stream bed or channel, or a steep-sided and boulder ravine, gully, or valley, or

dry wash that is usually dry except during the rainy season, and often forms an

oasis” [24]. The features that Wadis show are not exclusive of these regions, they are

also found in other global areas but are named differently (e.g. arroyos in Mexico).

Ephemeral stream refers to the nature of the streams in that flow occurs periodically

and is not perennial. These streams flow during rainfall events, giving water flow

from a couple of hours up to several days, depending on the magnitude and duration

of the event.

Wadis have been the location of choice for several human settlements in the arid

lands for several hundreds of years [23]. Since ancient times, wells (Figure 2.1) have

been constructed in order to have access to the underground water. Nowadays, peo-

ple living in the wadis keep using these techniques, coupled with relatively modern

pumping technologies. They use the water, not only to drink, but also for farming

and even for consumption in other areas: water pipes usually come to the farms
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Figure 2.1: Typical modern construction of a well in the wadi farms of Saudi Arabia.
Note the composition of very coarse sediment, as it is found in the wadi channels.

in wadis in order to get fresh water (Figure 2.4). The latter practices during the

past decades have resulted in the depletion of the groundwater resources within wadi

aquifers, dropping the water levels from between 1 and 5 meters to between 10 and

30 meters (Figure 2.2) [23].

It is estimated that around 64,000×106 m3 of fresh water are stored in the aquifers

within the wadis in the Kingdom. However, the recharge rate is only of around

1,200×106 m3 [25], making these precious water resources vulnerable to being overused.

Even though most of the region has resorted to desalination as the primary means of

water supply, fresh water resources coming from confined and shallow alluvial/fluvial

aquifers are still used, mainly for agricultural irrigation. Surprisingly, the Kingdom

is the largest user of groundwater in the Middle East [23].

Rainfall in the Kingdom ranges from less than 50 to greater than 500 mm [23].

However, rainfall events across the country are very unevenly spatial distributed and

also rare, but they are usually intense when they occur [26]. The intense rainfall

events provide the recharge for wadi aquifers thanks to the geological characteristics
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Figure 2.2: A typical well in Wadi Qidayd. Note the ongoing excavation works in the
well, finishing in abandonment due to the drop in water levels.

Figure 2.3: One of the many farms located in Saudi Arabia’s wadis. This one is
located in Wadi Qidayd.
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Figure 2.4: Pipe being filled with water in a wadi farm in Wadi Qidayd.

of the site, running off the land and gathering there in the form of a channel flowing

onto low-lying, coastal plain areas or discharging to tidal water [23].

Wadis have a longitudinal profile that can be subdivided into three primary seg-

ments (Figure 2.7) [23]. In the highest altitude part of the wadi, the distal segment is

characterized by narrow and steep dipping channels that contain mainly large boul-

ders. Water entering the distal segment produces high-energy flows that tend to

erode the channel and move sediments down-gradient [27]. The middle segment is

characterized by a less steep hydraulic gradient, with a tendency to have variations

in channel width and depth. Sediments contained in this segment primarily consist

of a mix of boulders, cobbles, and coarse sand with some finer sand. The proximal

segment is characterized by being at the terminus of the channel, within either the

coastal zone or a basin floor. The sediments contained within this segment have an

overall smaller grain size than in the other segments, although there are still large

cobbles, pebbles, and coarse sand deposits.
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2.2 Water Budgets in Wadis

Water availability in wadis is determined mainly by the rain falling directly on the

wadi sediments, runoff entering the system from the rocks and sediments lying on

the surroundings of the channel, evapotranspiration losses, and downstream water

losses [23]. The change in storage is then calculated by means of the following:

∆S = P +Rin − (ET +Gout + SWout) (2.1)

where ∆S is the change in storage in both the saturated and unsaturated zones,

P is the precipitation,

Rin is the runoff into the wadi channel from basin drainage,

ET is the evapotranspiration,

Gout is the down-gradient groundwater movement through the wadi channel,

SWout is the down-gradient surface water discharge out of wadi.

Flow through fractures at the side of the wadi channel can also be an input into the

wadi aquifers, being part of the runoff input. Evapotranspiration losses in the wadis

come mainly from evaporation of ponded water in the channel, diffusive losses from

the soils, and transpiration from plants. However, transpiration has a small effect

due to the low density of plants within these systems (Figure 2.5). Therefore, the

primary evapotranspiration losses come from diffusion and evaporation.

Sorman and Abdulrazzak [28] measured rates of evaporation losses in Wadi Ta-

balah (southwestern Saudi Arabia) of 1.5 mm/day for the time immediately after a

rainfall event, decreasing to 0.42 mm/day thereafter. Abdulrazzak et al. [29] assessed

13 storms in the Tabalah Basin, demonstrating that 63% of the precipitation is lost

to evaporation and that an additional 32% remains within the vadose zone, being

unable to reach the water table and cause recharge. Moreover, only around 3% of

the total precipitation converts to surface runoff due to the low frequency of big rain
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Figure 2.5: Typical plants in Wadi Qidayd. Note the low density of plants in wadis.

events. Sorman et al. [30] modelled the water balance to reveal that annual recharge

in such systems ranges from 5 to 9% of the annual rainfall. This modelling also

concluded that 3 to 7.5% of the rainfall becomes surface runoff. As for evaporation

losses, Sorman et al. [30] concluded that they account for 47 to 94.5% of the total

water balance losses, depending upon rainfall intensity.

As the latter suggests, recharge in wadi systems is very inefficient: flash events

with short duration move sediments along the channel, making infiltration even more

difficult; air trapped in the vadose zone prevents rainfall from reaching the water table;

low vegetation density promotes erosion and evaporation due to small resistance to

wind; large flash events provide larger volumes of water than the infiltration capacity

of wadi systems [23].

2.3 Wadi Wajj and Wadi Qidayd

Wadi Wajj is located near the city of Taif, in the Taif region of western Saudi Arabia.

The area is located in the Arabian Shield, which is made up of Precambrian igneous
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and metamorphic rocks. This wadi is bounded by latitudes 21◦00’ and 21◦30’N and

longitudes 40◦15’ and 40◦35’E (Figure 2.6) [31]. Average annual precipitation is 268

mm, with an average temperature range of 20−39◦C during the summer and 6−29◦C

during the winter [31]. Topographic elevations in Wadi Wajj range between 1,400

to over 2,000 m above sea level, with a relief of about 15 m/km from southwest to

northeast [31]. Wadi Wajj is a major drainage system: this wadi collects runoff coming

from rainfall from the highlands south and west of Taif and flows northeastward

through the city, ending in the interior plains. A shallow alluvial aquifer is located

under this 110 km wadi, being the primary source of fresh water for irrigation and

domestic usage in the area [31].

Wadi Qidayd (Figure 2.8) is located in western Saudi Arabia, north of the city

of Jeddah (Figure 2.6). The primary wadi channel lies between the western margin

of Harrat Rabat, which is a Tertiary basalt flow, and the Precambrian Shield [32].

Alluvial deposits within this wadi range from 1 m in thickness in the upper basin to

almost 35 m in certain parts of the wadi channel [32].
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Figure 2.6: Location of Wadi Wajj and Wadi Qidayd. Provided by Google Maps ®.

Figure 2.7: Geomorphic parts of wadis. Taken from [23].
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Figure 2.8: Geology of Wadi Qidayd. On the middle-left side, KAUST is marked in
pink. Taken from [33].
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Chapter 3

Methods

3.1 Hydraulic Conductivity

Geologic material that is of the same size and shape is commonly called homogenous:

the properties of the material are the same at any given point in it. Another charac-

teristic of geologic materials is the one called isotropy. An isotropic material is one

that has the same properties (in this case, homogeneity) in all directions. These two

characteristics are very important when studying hydraulic conductivity, since they

are the basis of most of the mathematical equations used to describe storage and flow

of groundwater. Hydraulic conductivity is the rate at which a unit cube of geologic

material will transmit water under a hydraulic gradient [3]. This property of the geo-

logic material is usually greater horizontally than vertically, meaning that horizontal

hydraulic conductivity is generally greater than vertical hydraulic conductivity.

3.1.1 Method for Hydraulic Conductivity Measurement

Water moves through ground by means of mechanical energy. In this case, the dif-

ference in pressure is the driving force in groundwater: water flows from a higher-

pressure zone to a lower one. This difference in pressure is often called hydraulic head,

or simply head. In groundwater studies purposed, head is the elevation of water in
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a well and the mean sea level (National Geodetic Vertical Datum) is generally used

as datum. Taking this into account, water flows in the direction of decreasing head.

Groundwater flow is driven by Darcys Law, which states the following:

The discharge of groundwater through a porous medium is proportional to the

product of hydraulic conductivity, cross-sectional area of flow and the change in water

level (head) over a distance, and is inversely proportional to that distance.

Turning the latter into an equation [34]:

Q = −KA(hi − hf )

L
= −KA∆h

L

where,

Q is the discharge of water through a porous medium (volume over time)

K is hydraulic conductivity (length over time)

A is the cross-sectional area of flow (area)

hi is the initial measured height of water up gradient (length)

hf is the final measured height of water down gradient (length)

L is the distance between hi and hf (length).

The negative sign in the equation indicates that flow occurs in the direction of

decreasing head. It is of main importance to note that Darcys Law is valid only

for laminar flow, that is, when streamlines are straight and parallel and not chaotic.

Using Darcys Law, a device can be used to measure hydraulic conductivity. The

hydraulic conductivity of the sediment samples was determined using a standard

constant head permeameter based on the methodology described by Wenzel [35] and

following the American Society for Testing and Materials standard D2434-68 [36]:

flow is maintained though a small sample of material (it can also be large, using a

pressurized permeameter) while flow rate and head loss measurements are taken [34].

Figure 3.1 shows a diagram of a constant head permeameter, in which water enters the

medium cylinder from the bottom and is collected as overflow after passing upward
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Figure 3.1: Diagram of a constant head permeameter. Taken from [37].

through the material. Basal water entry is preferred to eliminate trapped air.

3.2 Porosity

Porosity is the volume of void space in geologic material. Specific yield determines

how much water is available within a rock or sediment when saturated because these

empty spaces are usually occupied by groundwater. Porosity is therefore defined as

the specific yield minus the specific retention. Void space within the ground can also

be called voids, interstices, pores, or pore space [34]. These pores are of main im-

portance in groundwater studies because they serve as water conduits when they are

connected by diagenesis. The origin of these empty spaces comes from the very geo-

logic processes that governed the deposition of sediments, but modified after the rock

becomes lithified by diagenesis or structured processes that result in development of

fractures, joints, and openings. Porosity is simply defined as the ratio of the volume

of the interstices to the total volume:

n =
Vv
V
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where,

n is the porosity

Vv is the volume of interstices or voids

V is the total volume or bulk volume

3.2.1 Method for Porosity Measurement

An imbibition method can be used to estimate porosity in sediments. Such methods

involve the displacement of one fluid by another. In this case, the displaced fluid is air

and the displacing fluid would be distilled water to avoid chemical interaction with

the sediments. The volume of the displacing fluid is previously measured so that the

volume of voids can be calculated. After the fluid has displaced all the air, the total

volume (sediment and water) is then measured [38].

In order to obtain an estimate of total porosity of each sample, a 250 mL (cc),

a 500 mL (cc), or 1,000 mL (1000 cc) graduated cylinder was first filled partially

with a known volume of water. Sediment was carefully added to the cylinder and

allowed to settle and compact. Additional water and sediment were added to the

column. Care was taken to not allow air entrapment within the saturated column.

The column was compacted slightly by tapping the side of the cylinder with a rubber

mallet to approximate natural system packing conditions near surface. The volume

of sediment was determined along with the volume of water added. When the water

level in the cylinder rose above the surface of the sediment, a correction was made to

the water volume added (subtraction). Then, the estimated porosity was determined

by dividing the volume of water by the volume of sediment.
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3.3 Grain Size

Particle or grain size is a striking property of a sediment particle. Sediments are

classified according to their size into gravels, sands, and muds. As it might sound

easy to classify sediments by the concept of particle size, it is not as easy to find

accurate methods for measuring particles [39]. In order to have an effective sharing

of knowledge, it is of main importance to be able to describe sediments as gravels,

sands, silts, and clays. Although several measuring scales have been proposed, the

Udden-Wentworth grade scale (Figure 3.2) is one of the most commonly used by

geologists [39]. Throughout this document, reference to a phi (φ) scale will also be

carried out. The scale is the same as the Wentworth scale, but the grade boundaries

are converted into phi values by a logarithmic transformation:

φ = −log2d

where d is the diameter.

3.3.1 Method for Grain Size Measurement

The evaluation of the distribution of sizes can be carried out by mechanical analysis:

the sample is sieved through several screens until the whole sample is divided into

the desired amount of sieves. A total of 35 screens were used to evaluate the grain

size distribution of the sediments studied. These screens are usually chosen due to

the fact that they are the standard sizes adopted by the United States Geological

Survey following the American Society for Testing and Materials [41] and Tanner and

Balsillie [42]. Figure 3.3 shows some screens and the RO-TAP®machine used for

sieving.

Before the analysis was carried out, each sample was carefully inspected in order

to remove organic debris. Regardless of the state of the sample, each cleaned bulk

sample was dried in an oven at 80◦C for about 2 hours. Because of the large variation
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Figure 3.2: Udden-Wentworth scale grain size chart from United States Geological
Survey Open-File Report 2006-1195. Taken from [40].
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Figure 3.3: Sieves used for grain size analysis. The RO-TAP®machine is used to
facilitate movement of sediment through the sieves.

in the grain size characteristics in wadi sediments, a larger sample of up to 400 g

was analyzed. For this analysis, 34 sieves were used in the separation process with

the size increment corresponding to 0.25-phi units (phi = −log2(mm); [20]). The

sieving process used a RO-TAP®for 30 minutes as recommended by Tanner and

Balsillie [42]. The sediment quantity was weighed in each screen to an accuracy of

0.01 g. Each sample was weighed before the sieving process and the sample weights

from the sieve increments were summed to assess any sediment loss or calculation

errors.

3.3.2 Empirical Methods Used to Estimate Hydraulic Con-

ductivity from Grain Size Distribution

A total of 20 methods (Table 3.1 and Table 3.2) [3–22] were used to estimate hydraulic

conductivity from the grain size distribution by means of a Visual Basic®program
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written in Microsoft Excel®. Hydraulic conductivity measurements made in the

laboratory were normalized to an equivalent water temperature of 25◦C and the de-

fault for all grain size methods calculated hydraulic conductivities was also set at

25 degrees, so that the statistical analyses would be based on compatible data. The

normalization process follows the conversion of hydraulic conductivity into perme-

ability and then the kinematic viscosity had to be adjusted for the temperature. The

permeability values were then converted back to hydraulic conductivity. Statistical

moments based on a fundamental statistical approach described in Tanner and Bal-

sillie [42] and different grain sizes are also calculated within the program. There is

a need to know the statistical moments of the grain size distribution, especially the

mean grain diameter in mm, when using grain size data to design a filter or sedi-

ment column. Additionally, sedimentary geologists need to understand the statistical

properties of naturally-occurring sediments using the phi scale because of the log-

normal grain size distribution of sediments in general [43] and some of the empirical

equations use these moments as variables. Later, a second program written in MAT-

LAB®was also developed to cross check the previous program. Statistical analysis

of the predicted versus the measured hydraulic conductivity was carried out to assess

the accuracy of these methods. The programs developed for these analyses can be

found in the appendix.

3.3.3 Statistical Methods Applied to Data

A statistical analysis of the estimated values using the empirical equations versus

measured values for hydraulic conductivity was conducted. An assessment was made

concerning which specific empirical methods are best applied to sediments within

the different depositional environments and what the expected error range will be.

The different sets of samples, classified in terms of depositional environments and

sub-environments, were first analyzed to obtain a range of values for their physical
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Table 3.1: Methods Used to Estimate Hydraulic Conductivity from Grain Size Data,
d10 is the diameter corresponding to 10% cumulative in mm, g is the gravitational
constant in m/s2, ν is the viscosity in mm2/s, µ is the kinematic viscosity in Pa · s,
and n is the porosity.
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Table 3.2: Methods Used to Estimate Hydraulic Conductivity from Grain Size Data,
d10 is the diameter corresponding to 10% cumulative in mm, g is the gravitational
constant in m/s2, ν is the viscosity in mm2/s, µ is the kinematic viscosity in Pa · s,
and n is the porosity.
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properties, such as d10 and mud percentage (grain size below 0.0625 mm). A range

was set at 3 times the standard deviation around the mean of each property. Sam-

ples with at least one physical property outside of this range were considered to be

outliers. Samples from each dataset minus the outliers were subjected to a simple

regression analysis to assess the relationship between the measured and estimated

hydraulic conductivity values obtained from the appropriate empirical methods. The

result is a linear equation for the measured hydraulic conductivity as a function of

the estimated hydraulic conductivity for each chosen empirical method. The beta

coefficients within the empirical equations were then adjusted in order to obtain a

linear equation with a unit slope. By doing so, the measured hydraulic conductivity

is represented by an offset of the linear fit of the estimated hydraulic conductivity.

The efficacy of the methods can be compared in this way by analyzing the correla-

tion coefficients of the linear fit. The p-value was used to measure the probability

of obtaining a statistical distribution at least as extreme as the data set (measured

versus estimated hydraulic conductivities) assuming there is no relationship between

the two variables. A value of less than 0.01 is considered to be a significant corre-

lation. Also, the p-value is reported as −ln(p) for convenience. Therefore, a value

above 4.6 is considered to be a significant correlation. The R2 value was used as a

measure of the linearity of the relationship, or the distribution of the values around

the linear fit. The modified empirical equations, specific for use on samples for a

designated depositional environment or sub-environment, were placed in a separate

spreadsheet program and in the MATLAB®program. The third program contains

the classifications of the depositional environments with the associated modified and

improved empirical methods for use in estimation.
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Chapter 4

Results and Discussion

4.1 Comparison of Empirical Estimates versus Mea-

sured Hydraulic Conductivities

Calculation of the hydraulic conductivity using all 20 methods was applied to the

grain size distribution and measured porosity data for all samples collected from 4

different depositional environments, which include beaches, dunes, offshore shallow

marine, and wadi sediments. The samples analyzed covered siliciclastic, carbonate,

and mixed sediment types. The samples were typically collected from the upper 5 to

10 cm of the depositional environment. In most cases, a global positioning system

(GPS) reading was obtained to describe the precise location of the sample. The wadi

sediment samples are provided in the Appendix.

A correlation analysis was performed between the estimated and observed hy-

draulic conductivities, assuming a linear relation. The correlation coefficient R2 and

p-values were obtained for each of the 20 methods analyzed. Data were used from all

of the samples without removing any of the outliers. An example of this analysis is

provided in Figure 4.1A for beach sediments. Although the −ln(p) values showed a

significant statistical correlation between the measured and estimated hydraulic con-

ductivity values for each method, the errors were very high, as it can be recognized
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in Figure 4.1A.

The best correlated empirical methods were chosen based on the R2 values with

removal of outliers (outlier defined in Chapter 3). To facilitate the correlation of

the empirical methods to the permeameter measurements, a computer program was

used to adjust the equation coefficients in order to obtain a linear relation with a

unit slope [44]. By doing so, a constant offset value was obtained for each method

(Table 4.1). In addition, the program was used to estimate the expected error as

two times the standard deviation of the residuals. When analyzing the data set, a

range of effective diameters can be identified in which the linear relation holds best.

Poor correlations were found when samples that did not show the same physical

properties (i.e. samples outside of the determined range) A number of samples were

thus considered as outliers when obtaining the adjusted coefficients and the correlation

coefficients.

4.1.1 Beach Sediment Hydraulic Conductivity

Analyses were conducted on 92 beach sand samples collected from global locations

and having extreme diversity in characteristics. The beach sand samples were divided

into three subgroups, including 40 predominantly siliciclastic samples, 25 mixed silici-

clastic and carbonate samples, and 27 predominantly carbonate samples. Among the

92 samples, 88 showed a consistent range of d10 and mud percentage from 0.00 to 0.55

mm and <1.35 percent, respectively, while 4 were considered as outliers. The anal-

ysis showed that the Barr, Chapuis, Fair and Hatch, Hazen (original), and Zamarin

methods had the most significant correlations (R2=0.54-0.55, −ln(p) = 35.4 − 36.6),

underestimating the hydraulic conductivity by 17.71-18.86 m/day with an expected

error of ranging from 13.2-13.6 m/day. Selected correlations between measured (ver-

sus estimated hydraulic conductivities for the all of the beach samples and for the

different subsets are shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.1: Estimated hydraulic conductivities using all 20 methods for beach sam-
ples compared to the measured hydraulic conductivities (blue line) (A), using the
best correlated methods available in the literature (B), and using the corrected meth-
ods (C). Note the extreme variation in the estimated hydraulic conductivities using
different equations.
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Table 4.1: Recommended empirical equations applied to each depositional environ-
ment and sub-environment with new beta values, the offset correction, and expected
error.
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Figure 4.2: Plots of calculated versus measured hydraulic conductivity for some of the
best methods (high R2) for total beach sediments (A), siliciclastic beach sediments
(B), mixed siliciclastic and carbonate beach sediments (C), carbonate beach sediments
(D), dunes (E), coastal dunes (F), and interior dunes (G). The central line is the best
fit and the other two lines show the boundaries of the two standard deviations.
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The siliciclastic sub-group samples showed a better correlation (R2=0.68-0.75,

−ln(p) = 22.6−27.0) with the Beyer, Harleman, Hazen-original, Hazen-modified and

Kozeny-Carman equations. However, they all underestimate the hydraulic conduc-

tivity by 13.7-14.1 m/day with an expected error of 5.8-6.7 m/day. This holds true

for siliciclastic samples within the d10 range from 0.00-0.51 mm and mud content

<1.49 percent. The carbonate beach subgroup had the lowest correlation, using the

Beyer, Chapius, Harleman, Hazen (original), Hazen (modified), and Kozeny-Carman

methods (R2=0.47, −ln(p) = 9.2 − 9.3) , compared to the total beach group and

the siliciclastic group. The carbonate samples show a hydraulic conductivity under-

estimation of 18 m/day with an expected error of 7 m/day which holds for d10<0.50

mm and a mud percentage <1.6 percent. The Zunker and Kruger methods best

estimated the hydraulic conductivity of the mixed siliciclastic and carbonate beach

sediments (R2=0.54-0.55, −ln(p) = 9.6 − 9.9). The underestimation by these meth-

ods was 18.3-18.5 m/day with an expected error range from 6.2-6.3 m/day. It can

be clearly observed that the separation of the beach sediments into three subgroups

for analysis shows that the improved estimation methods better predict the hydraulic

conductivity compared to the total beach group.

4.1.2 Dune Sediment Hydraulic Conductivity

A total of 71 sand samples were collected from global locations and analyzed from the

dune environment. These samples were subdivided into interior dunes (57 samples)

and coastal dunes (14 samples). The reason for this division is that interior dunes

tend to contain a higher content of mud and are generally finer-grained, while coastal

dunes contain virtually no mud and are generally coarser-grained. Among the 71

samples, 68 showed a range of d10 from 0.00 to 0.2 mm and a mud content less than

0.5 percent, while 3 were considered as outliers. In this case, six methods showed

correlation (R2=0.62, −ln(p) = 33.7 − 34.6), including the Alyamani, Beyer, Harle-
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man, Hazen (original, Hazen (modified), and Kozeny-Carmen methods, all of them

underestimating the hydraulic conductivity by 4.9-6.1m/day with an expected error

of 4.9-5 m/day. In the case of the interior dunes, the Beyer, Harleman, Hazen (mod-

ified), and Kozeny-Carman methods were found to be the ones that best correlated

with the measured hydraulic conductivities (R2=0.37-0.38, −ln(p) = 14.5 − 14.7).

These methods underestimate the hydraulic conductivity by 1.6-2.1 m/day with a

low expected error of about 3.4 m/day (Figure 4.2). A small range for d10 (<0.10

mm) was found to be significant for these correlations. Samples with mud content

above 6.38 percent significantly affected the calculations which caused one sample to

be an outlier. Coastal dunes were found to have coarser grain size (d10 up to 0.26 mm)

and consequently, an appropriate range for d10 was set as 0.00-0.22 mm with a mud

below 1.84 percent. The Krumbein, Harleman, Hazen (modified), Kozeny-Carman,

Pavchich, and Sauerbrei methods provide the best hydraulic conductivity estimates

(R2=0.62-0.63). However, the −ln(p) value of 6.4-6.7 shows a lower correlation com-

pared to any other sediment classification (minimum −ln(p) value of 4.6 required to

meet the standard for statistical significance). The underestimation for these meth-

ods ranged from 13.1-14.1 m/day with a an expected error of 6.8-7.2 m/day. It is

likely that the relatively small number of samples for this subgroup has affected the

analysis.

4.1.3 Offshore Sediment Hydraulic Conductivity

Offshore marine sands tend, particularly along the Red Sea and Arabian Sea periti-

dal aprons, to have some component of mud compared to well-washed beach sands.

There are exceptions where currents are strong and wave orbital motion suspends

the mud component, thereby allowing the current to transport it away with deposi-

tion elsewhere. Only 10 samples from the entire data set were found to be outliers.

Sediment samples were collected from 228 sites in the Red Sea and Arabian Gulf
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for analysis. The offshore marine samples were subdivided into four sub-categories,

including carbonate sands containing 2 to 15 percent mud, carbonate sands contain-

ing less than 2 percent mud, mixed carbonate and siliciclastic sands containing less

than 2 percent mud, and predominantly siliciclastic sands containing less than 2 per-

cent mud. For the offshore marine sand depositional environment, the Kruger and

Zunker equations showed the best correlations (R2=0.64 and −ln(p) = 114)(Figure

4.3). The methods underestimated the hydraulic conductivity by 7.9-95 m/day and

had an expected error range of 9.8-10.1 m/day. These values are valid for a d10

under 0.15 mm and mud content under 7.1 percent. Figure 4.3 shows the corre-

lation between measured and calculated hydraulic conductivities using the Kruger

method for all offshore marine sand samples and various methods for the subgroups

of offshore samples. For carbonate samples containing 2-15 percent mud, the Kruger,

Barr, Fair and Hatch, and Zunker methods provide the best correlation (R2=0.36-

0.40, −ln(p) = 11.3− 12.9).The underestimation was lower at 2.4-4.6 m/day with an

expected error range from 5.6-5.7 m/day. Measured hydraulic conductivities for car-

bonate samples with low mud content (less than 2 percent) showed correlation to the

Kruger and Zunker methods (R2=0.62-0.63, −ln(p) = 44.4−45.3). The underestima-

tion of hydraulic conductivity was 10.3-12.5 m/day with an expected error range of

10.9-11.1 m/day. These estimates are valid for samples with a d10<0.21 and mud con-

tent less than 1.69 percent. The less accurate prediction of hydraulic conductivity for

this group is likely caused by the irregular distribution of coarse skeletal grains (e.g.,

large coral and mollusc grains). The hydraulic conductivities for the mixed carbon-

ate and siliciclastic sands (with less than 2 percent mud) calculated by the Pavchich

and Sauerbrei equations showed reasonable correlations (R2=0.55, −ln(p) = 18.8)

between estimated and measured hydraulic conductivities. These equations under-

estimate the hydraulic conductivity by about 10.3 m/day with an expected error of

5.8 m/day for a d10 value <0.28 mm and a mud content <1.54 percent. Offshore sili-
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ciclastic sediments were found to have the best correlations between estimated and

measured hydraulic conductivity values using the Beyer, Harleman, Hazen (original),

Hazen (modified), and Kozeny-Carmen equations. These equations underestimate

the hydraulic conductivity by 5.8-8.7 m/day, but have a much lower uncertainty at

2.2 m/day. The d10 validity for this subgroup was <0.21 mm with a mud content

<4.3

4.1.4 Wadi Sediment Hydraulic Conductivity

A total of 39 wadi sediment samples were collected from two different sites: Wadi

Wajj samples (24 samples) and Wadi Qidayd samples (15 samples). These ephemeral

streams contain sediments having poor sorting and some mud content, and in some

cases, mainly consisting of sand and gravel or a very high mud content.

The estimated hydraulic conductivities for all 20 methods using the entire data

set without any statistical adjustments and a comparison to the measured values

(blue line) is shown in Figure 4.4A. This illustrates the great scatter in the estimated

values and poor correlation to measured values. Figure 4.4B shows only the five best

correlated methods, Chapuis, Hazen, Kozeny, Slichter, and Terzaghi, in comparison

to the measured values without adjustments to the empirical equations. There is

still a considerable error between the estimated and measured hydraulic conductivity

values. Figure 4.4C shows a comparison between the estimated and measured values

for the four best correlated methods with adjustments to the beta values and an offset

adjustment. It clearly shows considerable improvement in the hydraulic conductivity

estimates.

As it can be seen in Figure 4.5, the Chapuis, Hazen, Kozeny, Slichter, and Terza-

ghi equations resulted in good correlations for the overall group, having R2 values

between 0.75 and 0.77, and p-values smaller than 1×10−11 (Figure 4.5). The latter

holds for ephemeral streams with d10 values below 0.47 mm and mud content below
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Figure 4.3: Plots of calculated versus measured hydraulic conductivity for some of the
best methods (high R2) for total offshore sediments (A), carbonate offshore sediments
with mud Between 2 and 15 percent (B), carbonate offshore sediments with mud
<2 percent (C), mixed offshore siliciclastic and carbonate beach sediments (D), and
offshore siliciclastic sediments (E). The central line is the best fit and the other two
lines show the boundaries of the two standard deviations.
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Figure 4.4: Estimated hydraulic conductivities using all 20 methods for wadi samples
compared to the measured hydraulic conductivities (blue line) (A), using the best cor-
related methods available in the literature (B), and using the corrected methods (C).
Note the extreme variation in the estimated hydraulic conductivities using different
equations.
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11.61 percent. Following these ranges for d10 and mud percentage, it is important to

mention that 2 samples were deemed as outliers due to a higher mud content than

the established as limit (15.53 and 16.62 percent). These samples mainly consist of

fine grains and were taken from one of the sides of a stream in Wadi Qidayd. They do

not seem to share the same distribution of coarse grains compared to other wadi sed-

iments. The analysis revealed that these methods have an estimated error at around

18.5 m/day. Particularly, the Chapuis method (Figure 4.5A) had the highest R2 value

of 0.76 with a p-value of 1.53×10−12, with an offset of 7 m/day.

Hazen (Figure 4.5B) showed an R2 value of 0.75 and a p-value of 5.04×10−12, with

a smaller offset when compared to Chapuis (3 m/day). The Kozeny method (Figure

4.5C) holds an R2 value of 0.75 and p-value of 3.75×10−12, having an offset of only

0.75 m/day. Slichter and Terzaghi (Figure 4.5D and Figure4.5E) both showed similar

R2 and p-values (0.76, with p-values of 1.86×10−12 and 2.63×10−12, respectively),

differing mainly in the offset value (1.97 m/day and 0.88 m/day, respectively).

The Barr (Figure 4.5F), Hazen modified, and Fair and Hatch methods show

smaller offset values (0.05 m/day, 0.05 m/day, and 0.12 m/day, respectively), but

with smaller R2 values (0.68, 0.59, and 0.68, respectively) as well.

Overall, several methods showed a good approximation and correlation to the

measured values, being Alyamani, Krumbein, USBR, and Zamarin the only methods

that showed a relatively high underestimation (and overestimation for Zamarin), with

values between 13 to 30 m/day.

4.2 Correlation of Measured Hydraulic Conduc-

tivity with Statistical Moments

Statistical analyses were conducted on the relationships between measured hydraulic

conductivity values and the corresponding statistical moments (e.g., mean, standard
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Figure 4.5: Plots of calculated versus measured hydraulic conductivity for some of
the best methods (high R2) for wadi sediments: Chapuis (A), Hazen (B), Kozeny
(C), Slichter (D), Terzaghi (E), and Barr (F). The central line is the best fit and
the other two lines show the boundaries of the two standard deviations. Note that
although Barr has a lower correlation coefficient, it predicts hydraulic conductivity
with a smaller offset (alpha).
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Figure 4.6: Measured hydraulic conductivity versus selected statistical moments for
siliciclastic beach sediments (A), and coastal dune sediments (B, C, D). The central
line is the best fit and the other two lines show the boundaries of the two standard
deviations.

deviation, skewness, kurtosis). A few good correlations were found with the measured

hydraulic conductivity of siliciclastic beach sands being related to mean grain diam-

eter in phi units (R2 = 0.4, p = 2×10−5)(Figure 4.6). For coastal dunes, correlations

were found between the measured hydraulic conductivity and mean grain diameter

in phi units (R2 = 0.67, p =1×10−3), standard deviation in phi units (R2 = 0.61,

p =2×10−3), and mean grain diameter in mm (R2 = 0.33, p =1×10−2). As for wadi

sediments, a correlation with the second moment in phi units of R2 = 0.47 (Figure

4.7A) was found.

The statistical moments play a role in the Krumbein empirical equation statistical

relationship for analysis of coastal dunes (Krumbein uses a statistical moment in

his empirical equation). This suggests that the moments might be of interest for

improving the current equations.
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Figure 4.7: Measured hydraulic conductivity versus the second statistical moment in
phi units for wadi sediments (A), mud percentage (B), porosity (C), and d10 (D). Note
that the mud percentage has an exponential relationship with hydraulic conductivity.
The central line is the best fit and the other two lines show the boundaries of the two
standard deviations.
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Figure 4.8: Porosity values for Wadi Wajj and Wadi Qidayd. Note the higher differ-
ence in values for Wadi Qidayd.

4.3 Impact of Porosity, Mud Percentage, and d10

on Hydraulic Conductivity

4.3.1 Porosity and Hydraulic Conductivity

Measurement of the porosity for each of the samples was carried out following the

process described in Chapter 3. A correlation analysis was performed between the

measured porosity and the measured hydraulic conductivity, assuming a linear rela-

tion.

The measured values show a relatively high variability in values, with the Wadi

Qidayd values more prone to a bigger difference among the samples. Wadi Wajj

samples showed a smaller range of porosity values. Figure 4.8 shows the range for all

wadi sediment samples.

There is a relatively small correlation between the porosity and the measured
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Figure 4.9: Mud percentage versus hydraulic conductivity. Note the apparent expo-
nential relationship between them (black line).

hydraulic conductivity (Figure 4.7C), having a R2 value of 0.22 and a p-value of

1×10−3. Porosity, as several methods in the literature suggest, might be of interest

to improve the existing equations.

4.3.2 Mud Percentage and Hydraulic Conductivity

The percentage of mud can be measured by means of the previously discussed sieve

analysis, being considered as mud the grain sizes smaller than 0.0625 mm. Mud per-

centage and hydraulic conductivity seem to have a non-linear relationship, suggesting

a negative exponential relationship (Figure 4.9). A correlation analysis was performed

between the measured mud percentage and the measured hydraulic conductivity, as-

suming an exponential relation of the form:
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K = βe−MudPercentage + α (4.1)

where,

K is the hydraulic conductivity,

β is the slope of the curve,

α is the offset of the curve,

and MudPercentage is the percentage of mud in each sample.

The correlation found was the highest, having an R2 value of 0.82 and p-value of

1×10−14 (Figure 4.7B). This high correlation might be very important when trying

to improve the existing equations.

4.3.3 d10 and Hydraulic Conductivity

The majority of the equations involve the d10 value, suggesting that it plays an impor-

tant role in the estimation of hydraulic conductivity by empirical methods. Following

the analysis made for the 20 previously discussed methods, d10 was found to have a

high correlation, with an R2 value of 0.64 and p-value of 1×10−9 (Figure 4.7D).

4.4 Transect in Wadi Qidayd

The longest transect taken from both Wadi Wajj and Wadi Qidayd was one of 10

samples separated 5 meters from each point, going across the entire channel. Fig-

ure 4.10 shows the hydraulic conductivity along the transect of the channel. As it

might be expected for ephemeral streams, bigger grains (Figure 4.12) are found in the

center where the velocity of the stream is higher and more capable of moving larger

grains. The higher velocity in the middle of the stream also contributes to a lower

mud deposition (Figure 4.11) in the channel, having a direct impact on hydraulic
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Figure 4.10: Hydraulic conductivity along a Wadi Qidayd channel. The separation
of each sample is 5 meters. Note the higher hydraulic conductivity in the middle of
the channel.

conductivity. Hydraulic conductivity in the middle of the channel is therefore higher

than at the sides. Mean grain diameter has an smaller value on one edge due to the

higher sand content in the sediment and is relatively smaller in the middle than in

the surrounding 4.13.

4.5 Proposed Equation for Wadi Sediments

As it has been seen in the results from wadi sediments, mud percentage and d10 have

a big impact on the hydraulic conductivity. The high correlation between hydraulic

conductivity and mud percentage suggests that an additional factor containing the

information of the mud content might be of relevance. Furthermore, the correlation

between the second moment (in phi units) and the hydraulic conductivity also suggests

that another factor containing this information might be useful. Given the latter,

several combinations of these two proposed factors were studied. The best correlated

equation, with an R2 value of 0.88 and a p-value of 2.27×10−17, was the Chapuis
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Figure 4.11: Mud percentage along a Wadi Qidayd channel. The separation of each
sample is 5 meters. Note the higher mud content at the edges of the channel.

Figure 4.12: d10 measured value in millimetres along a Wadi Qidayd channel. The
separation of each sample is 5 meters. Note the bigger grain size in the middle of the
channel.
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Figure 4.13: Mean grain diameter measured value in millimetres along a Wadi Qidayd
channel. The separation of each sample is 5 meters. Note the decreasing grain size
in the left (sandy sediments) and middle of the channel.

equation with the following additional parameters:

K[m/day] =
g

ν
4.3 × 10−5e−Mud%(2σ

1/4

d210
e3

1 + e
)0.78 + 2.20 (4.2)

where K is the hydraulic conductivity in m/day,

g is the gravitational constant in m/s2,

ν is the viscosity in mm2/s,

Mud% is the percentage of mud in the sample (0 to 100),

σ is the standard deviation in phi units,

d10 is the diameter corresponding to 10% cumulative,

and e is the void ratio, defined as
porosity

1 − porosity
.

The range of validity for this equation is the same as the one described in Figure

4.1. The estimated error for this equation is 14.11 m/day. Figure 4.14 shows the

estimated hydraulic conductivity compared to the measured values.
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Figure 4.14: Estimated hydraulic conductivity using the proposed equation (red cross)
for wadi samples compared to the measured hydraulic conductivity (blue line). Note
the improvement compared to previous equations (Figure 4.4).

4.6 Aquifer Recharge and Recovery in Wadi Sys-

tems

Treated waste water can be introduced into wadi systems as artificial recharge. The

recharge can be done in the surface, either into the distal or the middle segment

where the grain size of the sediments is bigger. The distal segment could be subject

to constrains due to the relatively higher elevation when compared to the middle

segment, making the middle segment more attractive. Even though recharge can be

achieved by ponds, the high evaporation rate requires that the water being recharged

is not in contact with the atmosphere for long periods of time. The evaporation of

the pounded water would lead into an increased concentration of salts, making the

water unsuitable for irrigation or for indirect potable water purposes. Wadi systems

contain sediments that are biologically active, providing possible treatment for traces
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of organics and contaminants within treated waste water.

One possible solution to overcome the low infiltration capacity and high evapora-

tive losses within wadi systems is to feed the water below the surface. Another aspect

that should be taken very carefully into account is the recovery of the recharged wa-

ter, since the saturated thickness of the aquifer could decrease due to water spreading

as it moves down-gradient [23]. An unexpected decrease in aquifer thickness poses

challenges to the recovery of the recharged water.

A successful wadi ARR system would allow water to be stored in the aquifer until

it is required, either during peak periods of use or for emergencies. It is a low-energy

and low-technology solution that could benefit large communities if it is carried out

in a responsible and sensible manner.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

Statistical assessment of 20 equations used to estimate hydraulic conductivity of over

400 sediment samples was made by comparing measured to estimated values. Most

of the methods predicted hydraulic conductivity with poor results, being off by some-

times several orders of magnitude from the measured value. In order to improve

the estimated values, samples were first divided into different depositional environ-

ments. Afterwards, the statistical significance of the estimated values was assessed

for each depositional environment. A linear relationship between the measured and

the estimated values was established.

Classification of unlithified sediment into sub-groups used on lithology and mud

percent generally improves accuracy of the estimated hydraulic conductivity using the

modified empirical equations. For example, the offshore sediments as a whole have

an expected error of 10 m/day with considerably lower expected errors for the muddy

carbonate (2-15%), mixed siliciclastic/carbonate, and siliciclastic sub-environments

at 5.6, 5.9, and 2.2 m/day respectively. The expected error of the low mud carbonate

(2%) sub-environment was higher at 11 m/day.

Outlier samples were eliminated by defining a range of d10 and mud percentage

values for each method (3 standard deviations from the group mean). In order to

improve accuracy of the methods, an offset of the linear relationship was calculated

for each group. The equations with the highest correlation were chosen as the ones to
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improve by modifying the beta coefficients and adding an offset for the linear relation.

With the Chapuis equation as a basis, a new empirical equation containing infor-

mation on mud percentage and the standard deviation (in phi units) was proposed

for wadi sediments. This equation improves the accuracy of hydraulic conductivity

estimates by increasing the R2 value of 0.76 and p-value of 1.53×10−12 to an R2 value

of 0.88 and a p-value of 2.27×10−17.

5.1 Future Research Work

The work presented in this thesis can be extended by analyzing bigger data sets for

the wadi sediments, providing a higher degree of reliability. The proposed changes

to the equations for each of the depositional environments can be applied to new

sediment samples and compared with the measured hydraulic conductivity values for

confirmation or change of the proposed values. The methodology followed in this

work can also be applied to more depositional environments. More equations can be

added to the existing analysis, enhancing the possibilities for better correlations.
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APPENDICES

A Code for Hydraulic

Conductivity Calculation

The following code was written in Microsoft ®Visual Basic. Please note that the

following lines of code have been trimmed in order to fit within the margins. Care

must be taken when using the code, as the unexpected line breaks might not be

recognized by the programs.

Sub Barr()

’ Variables definition

Dim sieve(50), weight(50), dmean As Double

Dim visco, g, dens, total, wghtfrac As Double

Dim cs, poro As Single

Dim n, i, j, k As Integer

’Initializations

total = 0

’ Reading physical parameters

Application.Worksheets("Initial Parameters").Activate
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cs = Cells(1, 2)

poro = Cells(2, 2)

visco = Cells(3, 2)

g = Cells(4, 2)

dens = Cells(5, 2)

betabarr = Cells(14, 2)

’Rem Reading sieve sizes and weight fraction

Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

n = 2

While IsEmpty(Cells(n, 1)) = False

sieve(n) = Cells(n, 1)

weight(n) = Cells(n, 2)

total = total + Cells(n, 2)

n = n + 1

Wend

Ssum = 0

n = n - 1

sieve(1) = 0.05

For i = 2 To n

dmean = (sieve(i) + sieve(i - 1)) / 2

wghtfrac = weight(i) / total

S = wghtfrac * 3 * (1 - poro) / (dmean / 2 / 1000)

Ssum = Ssum + S

Next i

S = Ssum * cs

hk = betabarr * dens * g / (visco) * (poro) ^ 3 / S ^ 2 ’in m/s

Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate
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Cells(10, 7) = "Hydraulic Cond. (cm/s) :"

Cells(11, 7) = "Hydraulic Cond. (m/s) :"

Cells(12, 7) = "Hydraulic Cond. (ft/d) :"

Cells(13, 7) = "Hydraulic Cond. (m/d) :"

Cells(10, 8) = hk * 100 ’converts to cm/s

Cells(11, 8) = hk

Cells(12, 8) = hk * 86400 * 3.28 ’converts to ft/d

Cells(13, 8) = hk * 3600 * 24 ’converts to m/d

End Sub

Sub Fair_Hatch()

’ Variables definition

Dim sieve(50), weight(50), dmean As Double

Dim visco, g, dens, total, wghtfrac As Double

Dim theta, m, poro, Dsum As Single

Dim n, i As Integer

’Initializations

total = 0

’ Reading physical parameters

Application.Worksheets("Initial Parameters").Activate

m = Cells(6, 2)

theta = Cells(7, 2)

poro = Cells(2, 2)

visco = Cells(3, 2)

g = Cells(4, 2)
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dens = Cells(5, 2)

betafair = Cells(17, 2)

’ Reading sieve sizes and weight fraction

Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

n = 1

While IsEmpty(Cells(n, 1)) = False

sieve(n) = Cells(n + 1, 1) / 1000

weight(n) = Cells(n + 1, 2)

total = total + Cells(n + 1, 2)

n = n + 1

Wend

Dsum = 0

n = n - 2

dmean = sieve(1) / 2

wghtfrac = weight(1) / total

dm = wghtfrac * 100 / dmean

Dsum = Dsum + dm

For i = 2 To n

dmean = ((sieve(i) * sieve(i - 1))) ^ 0.5

wghtfrac = weight(i) / total

dm = wghtfrac * 100 / dmean

Dsum = Dsum + dm

Next i

hk = betafair * (dens * g / visco) * (poro ^ 3 / (1 - poro) ^ 2) * 1 / m * 1 /
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(theta / 100 * Dsum) ^ 2

Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

Cells(25, 7) = "Hydraulic Cond. (cm/s) :"

Cells(26, 7) = "Hydraulic Cond. (m/s) :"

Cells(27, 7) = "Hydraulic Cond. (ft/d) :"

Cells(28, 7) = "Hydraulic Cond. (m/d) :"

Cells(25, 8) = hk * 100

Cells(26, 8) = hk

Cells(27, 8) = hk * 86400 * 3.28

Cells(28, 8) = hk * 3600 * 24

End Sub

Sub stats()

’ Variables definition

Dim sieve(50), weight(50) As Double

Dim total, wghtfrac(50), wghtcumul(50) As Double

Dim n, i As Integer

’Initializations

total = 0

Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

’ Reading sieve sizes and weight fraction

n = 2

While IsEmpty(Cells(n, 1)) = False

sieve(n) = Cells(n, 1)

weight(n) = Cells(n, 2)

total = total + Cells(n, 2)

n = n + 1
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Wend

n = n - 1

For i = 2 To n

wghtfrac(i) = weight(i) / total * 100

wghtcumul(i) = wghtcumul(i - 1) + wghtfrac(i)

Cells(i, 3) = wghtfrac(i)

Cells(i, 4) = wghtcumul(i)

Next i

End Sub

Sub Hazen()

Dim sieve(50), cumul(50), d10, c As Double

Dim g, visco, porosity, beta As Double

’Initializations

total = 0

Call stats

Application.Worksheets("Initial Parameters").Activate

visco = Cells(11, 2) ’Kinematic viscosity

g = Cells(4, 2) ’Gravity

n = Cells(2, 2) ’Porosity

betahazen = Cells(19, 2)

’ Reading sieve sizes and weight fraction

Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

d10 = Dfrac(10)

hk = g / visco * betahazen * (1 + 10 * (n - 0.26)) * d10 ^ 2 ’m/s
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Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

Cells(5, 11) = "Hydraulic Cond. (cm/s) :"

Cells(6, 11) = "Hydraulic Cond. (m/s) :"

Cells(7, 11) = "Hydraulic Cond. (ft/d) :"

Cells(8, 11) = "Hydraulic Cond. (m/d) :"

Cells(5, 12) = hk * 100 ’converts to cm/s

Cells(6, 12) = hk ’m/s

Cells(7, 12) = hk * 86400 * 3.28 ’converts to ft/day

Cells(8, 12) = hk * 86400 ’converts to m/day

End Sub

Sub kozeny_Carm()

’ Variables definition

Dim sieve(50), weight(50), dmean As Double

Dim visco, g, dens, total, wghtfrac, S0 As Double

Dim cs, poro As Single

Dim n, i, j, k As Integer

Call stats

’Initializations

total = 0

’ Reading physical parameters

Application.Worksheets("Initial Parameters").Activate

visco = Cells(3, 2) ’Viscosity

g = Cells(4, 2) ’Gravity

n = Cells(2, 2) ’Porosity

density = Cells(5, 2) ’Density

betakozeny = Cells(22, 2)
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Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

d10 = Dfrac(10) / 1000 ’converts mm to m for consistency in units

hk = betakozeny * density * g / visco * (n ^ 3 / (1 - n) ^ 2) * d10 ^ 2 ’m/s

Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

Cells(20, 11) = "Hydraulic Cond. (cm/s) :"

Cells(21, 11) = "Hydraulic Cond. (m/s) :"

Cells(22, 11) = "Hydraulic Cond. (ft/d) :"

Cells(23, 11) = "Hydraulic Cond. (m/d) :"

Cells(20, 12) = hk * 100 ’converts to cm/s

Cells(21, 12) = hk

Cells(22, 12) = hk * 86400 * 3.28 ’converts to ft/day

Cells(23, 12) = hk * 86400 ’converts to m/day

End Sub

Sub Harleman()

Dim sieve(50), cumul(50), d10, c, perm As Double

Dim g, dens, visco As Double

Call stats

’Reading physical parameters

Application.Worksheets("Initial Parameters").Activate

visco = Cells(3, 2)

g = Cells(4, 2)

dens = Cells(5, 2)

betaharleman = Cells(18, 2)
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’ Reading sieve sizes and weight fraction

Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

d10 = Dfrac(10) / 1000 ’converts mm to m for consistency in units

hk = dens * g / visco * betaharleman * d10 ^ 2 ’in m/s

Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

Cells(30, 7) = "Hydraulic Cond. (cm/s) :"

Cells(31, 7) = "Hydraulic Cond. (m/s) :"

Cells(32, 7) = "Hydraulic Cond. (ft/d) :"

Cells(33, 7) = "Hydraulic Cond. (m/d) :"

Cells(30, 8) = hk * 100

Cells(31, 8) = hk

Cells(32, 8) = hk * 86400 * 3.28

Cells(33, 8) = hk * 3600 * 24 ’converts to m/day

End Sub

Sub krumbein()

’ Variables definition

’Dim sieve(50), weight(50), dmean As Double

Dim GM, Sigma, perm, hk As Double

Dim n, i, j, k As Integer

Call stats

’Reading physical parameters

Application.Worksheets("Initial Parameters").Activate

visco = Cells(3, 2)

g = Cells(4, 2)
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dens = Cells(5, 2)

betakrumbein = Cells(24, 2)

Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

Call moments

’GM = (DfracPhi(16) + DfracPhi(50) + DfracPhi(84)) / 3

’Sigma = (DfracPhi(84) - DfracPhi(16)) / 4 + (DfracPhi(95) - DfracPhi(5)) / 6.6

GM = Cells(36, 8)

Sigma = Cells(37, 8)

’perm = 760 * (2 ^ (-2 * GM)) * Exp(-0.131 * Sigma)

perm = betakrumbein * (2 ^ (-2 * GM)) * Exp(-1.31 * Sigma)

hk = perm * 0.7416

Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

Cells(25, 11) = "Hydraulic Cond. (cm/s) :"

Cells(26, 11) = "Hydraulic Cond. (m/s) :"

Cells(27, 11) = "Hydraulic Cond. (ft/d) :"

Cells(28, 11) = "Hydraulic Cond. (m/d) :"

Cells(25, 12) = hk / 86400 * 100

Cells(26, 12) = hk / 86400

Cells(27, 12) = hk * 3.28

Cells(28, 12) = hk / 86400 * 3600 * 24

End Sub

Sub Alyamani()

Application.Worksheets("Initial Parameters").Activate
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BetaAlya = Cells(13, 2)

Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

Call stats

d10 = Dfrac(10)

d50 = Dfrac(50)

pct1 = 10

pct2 = 50

slop = (pct2 - pct1) / (d50 - d10)

intercept1 = pct1 - slop * d10

I0 = -intercept1 / slop ’intercept in mm of the line formed by d50

and d10 with the grain-size axis

hk = BetaAlya * (I0 + 0.025 * (d50 - d10)) ^ 2 ’in m/day

’hk = 1.5046 * (I0 + 0.025 * (d50 - d10)) ^ 2 ’also an alternative, in cm/s

Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

Cells(5, 7) = "Hydraulic Cond. (cm/s) :"

Cells(6, 7) = "Hydraulic Cond. (m/s) :"

Cells(7, 7) = "Hydraulic Cond. (ft/d) :"

Cells(8, 7) = "Hydraulic Cond. (m/d) :"

Cells(5, 8) = hk * 100 / 86400 ’converts to cm/s

Cells(6, 8) = hk / 86400 ’converts to m/s

Cells(7, 8) = hk * 3.28 ’converts to ft/day

Cells(8, 8) = hk ’converts to m/day

End Sub

Sub Beyer()

’Beyer method

’ Variables definition
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Dim sieve(50), cumul(50) As Double

Dim visco, g As Double

Call stats

’Initializations

total = 0

’ Reading physical parameters

Application.Worksheets("Initial Parameters").Activate

visco = Cells(11, 2) ’Kinematic viscosity

g = Cells(4, 2) ’Gravity

n = Cells(2, 2) ’Porosity

betabeyer = Cells(15, 2)

’Calculation

Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

d10 = Dfrac(10) ’d_10 in mm

d60 = Dfrac(60) ’d_60 in mm

u = d60 / d10

hk = g / visco * betabeyer * Log(500 / u) * d10 ^ 2 ’m/s

’Writing results

Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

Cells(15, 7) = "Hydraulic Cond. (cm/s) :"

Cells(16, 7) = "Hydraulic Cond. (m/s) :"

Cells(17, 7) = "Hydraulic Cond. (ft/d) :"

Cells(18, 7) = "Hydraulic Cond. (m/d) :"

Cells(15, 8) = hk * 100 ’converts to cm/s

Cells(16, 8) = hk
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Cells(17, 8) = hk * 86400 * 3.28 ’converts to ft/day

Cells(18, 8) = hk * 86400 ’converts to m/day

End Sub

Sub Terzaghi()

’Terzaghi method

’ Variables definition

Dim sieve(50), cumul(50) As Double

Dim visco, g, ct, porosity As Double

Call stats

’Initializations

total = 0

’ Reading physical parameters

Application.Worksheets("Initial Parameters").Activate

visco = Cells(11, 2) ’Kinematic viscosity

g = Cells(4, 2) ’Gravity

n = Cells(2, 2) ’Porosity

beta = Cells(29, 2) ’ value for Terzaghi

’Calculation

Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

d10 = Dfrac(10) ’d_10 in mm

hk = g / visco * beta * ((n - 0.13) / (1 - n) ^ (1 / 3)) ^ 2 * d10 ^ 2 ’m/s

’Writing results

Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

Cells(20, 15) = "Hydraulic Cond. (cm/s) :"

Cells(21, 15) = "Hydraulic Cond. (m/s) :"
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Cells(22, 15) = "Hydraulic Cond. (ft/d) :"

Cells(23, 15) = "Hydraulic Cond. (m/d) :"

Cells(20, 16) = hk * 100 ’converts to cm/s

Cells(21, 16) = hk

Cells(22, 16) = hk * 86400 * 3.28 ’converts to ft/day

Cells(23, 16) = hk * 86400 ’converts to m/day

End Sub

Sub Slichter()

’Slichter method

’Variables definition

Dim sieve(50), cumul(50) As Double

Dim visco, g, ct, porosity As Double

Call stats

’Initializations

total = 0

’ Reading physical parameters

Application.Worksheets("Initial Parameters").Activate

visco = Cells(11, 2) ’Kinematic viscosity

g = Cells(4, 2) ’Gravity

porosity = Cells(2, 2) ’Porosity

betaslichter = Cells(28, 2)

’Calculation

Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

d10 = Dfrac(10) ’d_10 in mm
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hk = g / visco * betaslichter * porosity ^ 3.287 * d10 ^ 2 ’m/s

’Writing results

Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

Cells(15, 15) = "Hydraulic Cond. (cm/s) :"

Cells(16, 15) = "Hydraulic Cond. (m/s) :"

Cells(17, 15) = "Hydraulic Cond. (ft/d) :"

Cells(18, 15) = "Hydraulic Cond. (m/d) :"

Cells(15, 16) = hk * 100 ’converts to cm/s

Cells(16, 16) = hk

Cells(17, 16) = hk * 86400 * 3.28 ’converts to ft/day

Cells(18, 16) = hk * 86400 ’converts to m/day

End Sub

Sub USBR()

’US Bureau of Reclamation method

’Variables definition

Dim sieve(50), cumul(50) As Double

Dim visco, g, ct, porosity As Double

Call stats

’Initializations

total = 0

’ Reading physical parameters

Application.Worksheets("Initial Parameters").Activate

visco = Cells(11, 2) ’Kinematic viscosity

g = Cells(4, 2) ’Gravity
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porosity = Cells(2, 2) ’Porosity

betausbr = Cells(30, 2)

’Calculation

Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

d20 = Dfrac(20) ’d_20 in mm

hk = g / visco * betausbr * d20 ^ 2.3 ’m/s

’hk = 0.36 * d20 ^ 2.3 ’cm/s ’also used

’Writing results

Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

Cells(25, 15) = "Hydraulic Cond. (cm/s) :"

Cells(26, 15) = "Hydraulic Cond. (m/s) :"

Cells(27, 15) = "Hydraulic Cond. (ft/d) :"

Cells(28, 15) = "Hydraulic Cond. (m/d) :"

Cells(25, 16) = hk * 100 ’converts to cm/s

Cells(26, 16) = hk

Cells(27, 16) = hk * 86400 * 3.28 ’converts to ft/day

Cells(28, 16) = hk * 86400 ’converts to m/day

End Sub

Sub Sauerbrei()

’Sauerbrei (Vukonic and Soror, 1992) method

’Variables definition

Dim sieve(50), cumul(50) As Double

Dim visco, g, ct, porosity As Double
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Call stats

’Initializations

total = 0

’ Reading physical parameters

Application.Worksheets("Initial Parameters").Activate

visco = Cells(11, 2) ’Kinematic viscosity

g = Cells(4, 2) ’Gravity

n = Cells(2, 2) ’Porosity

betasauerbrei = Cells(27, 2)

’Calculation

Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

d17 = Dfrac(17) ’d_17 in mm

hk = g / visco * betasauerbrei * (n ^ 3 / (1 - n) ^ 2) * d17 ^ 2 ’m/s

’Writing results

Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

Cells(10, 15) = "Hydraulic Cond. (cm/s) :"

Cells(11, 15) = "Hydraulic Cond. (m/s) :"

Cells(12, 15) = "Hydraulic Cond. (ft/d) :"

Cells(13, 15) = "Hydraulic Cond. (m/d) :"

Cells(10, 16) = hk * 100 ’converts to cm/s

Cells(11, 16) = hk

Cells(12, 16) = hk * 86400 * 3.28 ’converts to ft/day

Cells(13, 16) = hk * 86400 ’converts to m/day

End Sub
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Sub Pavchich()

’Pavchich’s formula (Pravedny, 1966)

’Variables definition

Dim sieve(50), cumul(50) As Double

Dim visco, g, porosity As Double

Call stats

’Initializations

total = 0

’ Reading physical parameters

Application.Worksheets("Initial Parameters").Activate

visco = Cells(11, 2) ’Kinematic viscosity

g = Cells(4, 2) ’Gravity

n = Cells(2, 2) ’Porosity

tao = 1.05 / visco

betapavchich = Cells(26, 2)

’Calculation

Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

d17 = Dfrac(17) ’d_17 in mm

hk = betapavchich * g / visco * d17 ^ 2 ’cm/s

’Writing results

Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

Cells(5, 15) = "Hydraulic Cond. (cm/s) :"

Cells(6, 15) = "Hydraulic Cond. (m/s) :"

Cells(7, 15) = "Hydraulic Cond. (ft/d) :"
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Cells(8, 15) = "Hydraulic Cond. (m/d) :"

Cells(5, 16) = hk * 100

Cells(6, 16) = hk ’converts to m/s

Cells(7, 16) = hk * 283464.567 ’converts to ft/day

Cells(8, 16) = hk * 86400 ’converts to m/day

End Sub

Sub NAVFAC()

’NAVFAC DM7 method

’Variables definition

Dim sieve(50), cumul(50) As Double

Dim visco, g, porosity As Double

Call stats

’Initializations

total = 0

’ Reading physical parameters

Application.Worksheets("Initial Parameters").Activate

visco = Cells(11, 2) ’Kinematic viscosity

g = Cells(4, 2) ’Gravity

n = Cells(2, 2) ’Porosity

e = n / (1 - n) ’void ratio

betanav = Cells(25, 2)

’Calculation

Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

d10 = Dfrac(10) ’d_10 in mm
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hk = betanav * 10 ^ (1.291 * e - 0.6435) * d10 ^ (10 ^ (0.5504 -

0.2937 * e)) ’cm/s

’Writing results

Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

Cells(30, 11) = "Hydraulic Cond. (cm/s) :"

Cells(31, 11) = "Hydraulic Cond. (m/s) :"

Cells(32, 11) = "Hydraulic Cond. (ft/d) :"

Cells(33, 11) = "Hydraulic Cond. (m/d) :"

’Cells(10, 17) = e

Cells(30, 12) = hk

Cells(31, 12) = hk / 100 ’converts to m/s

Cells(32, 12) = hk * 2834.64567 ’converts to ft/day

Cells(33, 12) = hk * 864 ’converts to m/day

End Sub

Sub Chapuis()

’Chapuis method

’Variables definition

Dim sieve(50), cumul(50) As Double

Dim visco, g, porosity As Double

Call stats

’Initializations

total = 0

’ Reading physical parameters

Application.Worksheets("Initial Parameters").Activate
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visco = Cells(11, 2) ’Kinematic viscosity

g = Cells(4, 2) ’Gravity

n = Cells(2, 2) ’Porosity

e = n / (1 - n) ’void ratio

betachapuis = Cells(16, 2)

’Calculation

Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

d10 = Dfrac(10) ’d_10 in mm

hk = betachapuis * ((d10 ^ 2 * e ^ 3) / (1 + e)) ^ 0.7825 ’cm/s

’Writing results

Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

Cells(20, 7) = "Hydraulic Cond. (cm/s) :"

Cells(21, 7) = "Hydraulic Cond. (m/s) :"

Cells(22, 7) = "Hydraulic Cond. (ft/d) :"

Cells(23, 7) = "Hydraulic Cond. (m/d) :"

’Cells(15, 17) = e ’writes value of e if needed

Cells(20, 8) = hk

Cells(21, 8) = hk / 100 ’converts to m/s

Cells(22, 8) = hk * 2834.64567 ’converts to ft/day

Cells(23, 8) = hk * 864 ’converts to m/day

End Sub

Sub Zunker()

’Zunker method (Vukovic and Soro, 1992)

’Variables definition
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Dim sieve(50), cumul(50) As Double

Dim visco, g, porosity, beta, t As Double

Call stats

’Initializations

total = 0

’ Reading physical parameters

Application.Worksheets("Initial Parameters").Activate

visco = Cells(11, 2) ’kinematic viscosity

g = Cells(4, 2) ’gravity

beta = Cells(32, 2) ’(Empirical Coefficient for the Zunker Formula, BethaZ)

n = Cells(2, 2) ’(Porosity)

’Calculation

Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

de = deZunker() ’effective grain diameter for Zunker, calculated from

function, in mm

hk = g / visco * beta * (n / (1 - n)) * de ^ 2 ’m/s

’Writing results

Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

Cells(5, 19) = "Hydraulic Cond. (cm/s) :"

Cells(6, 19) = "Hydraulic Cond. (m/s) :"

Cells(7, 19) = "Hydraulic Cond. (ft/d) :"

Cells(8, 19) = "Hydraulic Cond. (m/d) :"

’Cells(15, 17) = e

Cells(5, 20) = hk * 100 ’converts to cm/s

Cells(6, 20) = hk
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Cells(7, 20) = hk * 86400 * 3.2808399 ’converts to ft/day

Cells(8, 20) = hk * 86400 ’converts to m/day

End Sub

Function deZunker()

’Function for Zunker eq., calculates effective grain diameter

’ Variables definition

Dim n, i As Integer

Dim gi, dmax, dmin, d_de, de As Double

Call stats

’Initializations

total = 0

Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

’Calculates fractions for 0.05mm diameter

g1 = Cells(2, 3) / 100

d1 = Cells(3, 1) - Cells(2, 1)

de = 3 / 2 * g1 / d1

’Calculates the remaning diameters

For n = 3 To 35

gi = Cells(n, 3) / 100

dmax = Cells(n, 1)

dmin = Cells(n - 1, 1)

d_de = gi * (dmax - dmin) / (dmax * dmin * Log(dmax / dmin))

de = de + d_de
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’Cells(n + 40, 11) = n ’Validation of values rutine

’Cells(n + 40, 12) = 1 / de

’Cells(n + 40, 13) = d_de

Next n

deZunker = 1 / de

’Cells(44, 14) = deZunker

End Function

Sub Zamarin()

’Zamarin method (Vukovic and Soro, 1992)

’Variables definition

Dim sieve(50), cumul(50) As Double

Dim visco, g, porosity, beta, t As Double

Call stats

’Initializations

total = 0

’ Reading physical parameters

Application.Worksheets("Initial Parameters").Activate

visco = Cells(11, 2) ’Kinematic viscosity

g = Cells(4, 2) ’Gravity

n = Cells(2, 2) ’Porosity

beta = Cells(31, 2) ’Empirical Coefficient for the Zamarin Formula,

Bethazn gives best results for large grain sands (Vukovic and Soro, 1992)

’beta=(1.275-1.5*n)^2 use if dependance on porosity is desired

(as opposed to the above statement)

’Calculation
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Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

de = deZamarin() ’effective grain diameter for Zamarin, calculated

from function, in mm

hk = g / visco * beta * (n ^ 3 / (1 - n) ^ 2) * de ^ 2 ’m/s

’Writing results

Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

Cells(30, 15) = "Hydraulic Cond. (cm/s) :"

Cells(31, 15) = "Hydraulic Cond. (m/s) :"

Cells(32, 15) = "Hydraulic Cond. (ft/d) :"

Cells(33, 15) = "Hydraulic Cond. (m/d) :"

’Cells(35, 17) = e

Cells(30, 16) = hk * 100 ’converts to cm/s

Cells(31, 16) = hk

Cells(32, 16) = hk * 86400 * 3.2808399 ’converts to ft/day

Cells(33, 16) = hk * 86400 ’converts to m/day

End Sub

Function deZamarin()

’Function for Zamatin eq., calculates effective grain diameter

’ Variables definition

Dim n, i As Integer

Dim gi, dmax, dmin, d_de, de As Double

Call stats

’Initializations

total = 0

Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate
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’Calculates fractions for 0.05mm diameter

g1 = Cells(2, 3) / 100

d1 = Cells(3, 1) - Cells(2, 1)

de = 3 / 2 * g1 / d1

’Calculates the remaning diameters

For n = 3 To 35

gi = Cells(n, 3) / 100

dmax = Cells(n, 1)

dmin = Cells(n - 1, 1)

d_de = gi * Log(dmax / dmin) / (dmax - dmin)

de = de + d_de

’Cells(n + 40, 7) = n ’Validation of values rutine

’Cells(n + 40, 8) = 1 / de

’Cells(n + 40, 9) = d_de

Next n

deZamarin = 1 / de

’Cells(44, 10) = deZamarin

End Function

Sub kozeny()

’Kozeny equation for large grains

’ Variables definition

Dim sieve(50), weight(50), dmean As Double

Dim visco, g, dens, total, wghtfrac, S0 As Double
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Dim cs, poro As Single

Dim n, i, j, k As Integer

Call stats

’Initializations

total = 0

’ Reading physical parameters

Application.Worksheets("Initial Parameters").Activate

visco = Cells(11, 2) ’Viscosity

g = Cells(4, 2) ’Gravity

n = Cells(2, 2) ’Porosity

beta = Cells(21, 2) ’Beta for Kozeny

Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

d10 = Dfrac(10)

hk = g / visco * beta * (n ^ 3 / (1 - n) ^ 2) * d10 ^ 2 ’m/s

Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

Cells(15, 11) = "Hydraulic Cond. (cm/s) :"

Cells(16, 11) = "Hydraulic Cond. (m/s) :"

Cells(17, 11) = "Hydraulic Cond. (ft/d) :"

Cells(18, 11) = "Hydraulic Cond. (m/d) :"

Cells(15, 12) = hk * 100 ’converts to cm/s

Cells(16, 12) = hk

Cells(17, 12) = hk * 86400 * 3.28 ’converts to ft/day

Cells(18, 12) = hk * 86400 ’converts to m/day

End Sub
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Sub Hazen_Coeff()

Dim sieve(50), cumul(50), d10, c As Double

Dim g, visco, porosity, beta As Double

’Initializations

total = 0

Call stats

Application.Worksheets("Initial Parameters").Activate

visco = Cells(11, 2) ’Kinematic viscosity

g = Cells(4, 2) ’Gravity

n = Cells(2, 2) ’Porosity

c = Cells(20, 2) ’ Hazen coefficient

’ Reading sieve sizes and weight fraction

Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

d10 = Dfrac(10) / 10 ’Converts mm to cm

hk = c * d10 ^ 2 ’Formula that uses C (coefficient for Hazen), in cm/s

Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

Cells(10, 11) = "Hydraulic Cond. (cm/s) :"

Cells(11, 11) = "Hydraulic Cond. (m/s) :"

Cells(12, 11) = "Hydraulic Cond. (ft/d) :"

Cells(13, 11) = "Hydraulic Cond. (m/d) :"

Cells(10, 12) = hk ’cm/s

Cells(11, 12) = hk / 100 ’converts to m/s

Cells(12, 12) = hk * 864 * 3.28 ’converts to ft/day

Cells(13, 12) = hk * 864 ’converts to m/day

End Sub
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Sub Kruger()

Dim sieve(50), cumul(50), d10, c As Double

Dim g, visco, porosity, beta As Double

’Initializations

total = 0

Call stats

Application.Worksheets("Initial Parameters").Activate

visco = Cells(11, 2) ’Kinematic viscosity

g = Cells(4, 2) ’Gravity

n = Cells(2, 2) ’Porosity

beta = Cells(23, 2) ’Beta for Kruger

’ Reading sieve sizes and weight fraction

Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

de = deKruger()

hk = g / visco * beta * (n / (1 - n) ^ 2) * de ^ 2

’Writing results

Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

Cells(10, 19) = "Hydraulic Cond. (cm/s) :"

Cells(11, 19) = "Hydraulic Cond. (m/s) :"

Cells(12, 19) = "Hydraulic Cond. (ft/d) :"

Cells(13, 19) = "Hydraulic Cond. (m/d) :"

’Cells(15, 17) = e

Cells(10, 20) = hk * 100 ’converts to cm/s

Cells(11, 20) = hk

Cells(12, 20) = hk * 86400 * 3.2808399 ’converts to ft/day
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Cells(13, 20) = hk * 86400 ’converts to m/day

End Sub

Function deKruger()

’Function for Kruger eq., calculates effective grain diameter

’ Variables definition

Dim n, i As Integer

Dim gi, dmax, dmin, d_de, de As Double

Call stats

’Initializations

total = 0

Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

’Calculates fractions for 0.05mm diameter

g1 = Cells(2, 3) / 100

d1 = Cells(3, 1) - Cells(2, 1)

de = 3 / 2 * g1 / d1

’Calculates the remaning diameters

For n = 3 To 35

gi = Cells(n, 3) / 100

dmax = Cells(n, 1)

dmin = Cells(n - 1, 1)

d_de = gi * 2 / (dmax - dmin)

de = de + d_de

’Cells(n + 37, 1) = n ’Validation of values rutine
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’Cells(n + 37, 2) = 1 / de

’Cells(n + 37, 3) = d_de

Next n

deKruger = 1 / de

’Cells(40, 4) = deKruger

End Function

Function Dfrac(thrd)

Dim sieve(50), cumul(50), c As Double

’Reading sieve sizes and weight fraction

n = 2

Do While IsEmpty(Cells(n, 1)) = False

sieve(n) = Cells(n, 1)

cumul(n) = Cells(n, 4)

If cumul(n) > thrd Then

slope1 = (sieve(n) - sieve(n - 1)) / (cumul(n) - cumul(n - 1))

intercept1 = sieve(n) - slope1 * cumul(n)

dthres = thrd * slope1 + intercept1

Exit Do

End If

n = n + 1

Loop

Dfrac = dthres

End Function

Sub Dfraccalc()

’This subfunction uses function Dfrac to calculate some relevant d

values and wirtes them on the input sheet

Call stats
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’n = 35

f = Dfrac(5)

a = Dfrac(10)

b = Dfrac(17)

c = Dfrac(20)

d = Dfrac(50)

e = Dfrac(60)

’Writes values in Input sheet

Cells(35, 13) = "mm"

Cells(36, 12) = "d5"

Cells(37, 12) = "d10"

Cells(38, 12) = "d17"

Cells(39, 12) = "d20"

Cells(40, 12) = "d50"

Cells(41, 12) = "d60"

Cells(36, 13) = f

Cells(37, 13) = a

Cells(38, 13) = b

Cells(39, 13) = c

Cells(40, 13) = d

Cells(41, 13) = e

End Sub

Sub statsPhi()

’ Variables definition

Dim sieve(50), sievemm(50), midpoint(50), midpointmm(50), weight(50),

wghtcumul(50), wghtfrac(50) As Double
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Dim n, i As Integer

’Initializations

total = 0

Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

’ Reading sieve sizes and weight fraction

n = 2

While IsEmpty(Cells(n, 1)) = False

sieve(n) = -Log(Cells(n, 1)) / Log(2)

weight(n) = Cells(n, 2)

total = total + Cells(n, 2)

n = n + 1

Wend

n = n - 1

Application.Worksheets("Phi Units").Activate

For i = n To 2 Step -1

wghtfrac((i - n) * -1 + 2) = weight(i) / total * 100

wghtcumul((i - n) * -1 + 2) = wghtcumul((i - n) * -1 + 1) + wghtfrac((i -

n) * -1 + 2)

Cells((i - n) * -1 + 2, 1) = sieve(i)

Cells((i - n) * -1 + 2, 2) = wghtfrac((i - n) * -1 + 2)

Cells((i - n) * -1 + 2, 3) = wghtcumul((i - n) * -1 + 2)

Next i

End Sub

Function DfracPhi(thrd)

Dim sieve(50), cumul(50), d10, c As Double
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’Reading sieve sizes and weight fraction

n = 2

thrd = 100 - thrd

Application.Worksheets("Phi Units").Activate

Do While IsEmpty(Cells(n, 1)) = False

sieve(n) = Cells(n, 1)

cumul(n) = Cells(n, 3)

If cumul(n) > thrd Then

slope1 = (sieve(n) - sieve(n - 1)) / (cumul(n) - cumul(n - 1))

intercept1 = sieve(n) - slope1 * cumul(n)

dthres = thrd * slope1 + intercept1

Exit Do

End If

n = n + 1

Loop

DfracPhi = dthres

End Function

Sub normalization()

’This function normalizes hyd cond to 25C

Dim k, g, temp, kvisco, dens, dvisco, perm, rho, mu, normk As Double

Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

k = Cells(2, 7)

g = 9.81 ’m/s^2

temp = Cells(2, 8) ’C

kvisco = (2.414 * 10 ^ -5 * 10 ^ (247.8 / (temp + 273.16 - 140))) * 1000

’mm^2/s

dens = 1000 * (1 - (temp + 288.9414) / (508929.2 * (temp + 68.12963))
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* (temp - 3.9863) ^ 2) ’kg/m^3

dvisco = kvisco * dens / 1000000 ’kg/ms

perm = k * dvisco / (dens * g)

Application.Worksheets("Initial Parameters").Activate ’read values for the

desired normalized temp

rho = Cells(5, 2)

mu = Cells(3, 2)

normk = perm * rho * g / mu

Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

Cells(2, 9) = normk

End Sub

Sub momentsfolk()

’ Variables definition

’Dim sieve(50), weight(50), dmean As Double

Dim GmP, SigmaP, SkewP, KurtP, fiveP, sixP As Double

Dim GmMM, SigmaMM, SkewMM, KurtMM, fiveMM, sixMM As Double

’ Dim n, i, j, k As Integer

Call normalization

Call statsPhi

GmP = (DfracPhi(16) + DfracPhi(50) + DfracPhi(84)) / 3

SigmaP = (DfracPhi(84) - DfracPhi(16)) / 4 + (DfracPhi(95) - DfracPhi(5))

/ 6.6

SkewP = (DfracPhi(84) + DfracPhi(16) - 2 * DfracPhi(50)) / (2 * (DfracPhi(84)

- DfracPhi(16))) + (DfracPhi(95) + DfracPhi(5) - 2 * DfracPhi(50)) /
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(2 * (DfracPhi(95) - DfracPhi(5)))

KurtP = (DfracPhi(95) - DfracPhi(5)) / (2.44 * (DfracPhi(75) - DfracPhi(25)))

Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

Call stats ’eqs from http://www.geo.mtu.edu/~raman/Ashfall/Syllabus/

Entries/2009/6/21_GSD_files/GRADISTAT.pdf

GmMM = Exp((Log(Dfrac(16)) + Log(Dfrac(50)) + Log(Dfrac(84))) / 3)

SigmaMM = Exp((Log(Dfrac(16)) - Log(Dfrac(84))) / 4 + (Log(Dfrac(5)) -

Log(Dfrac(95))) / 6.6)

SkewMM = (Log(Dfrac(16)) + Log(Dfrac(84)) - 2 * (Log(Dfrac(50)))) /

(2 * (Log(Dfrac(84)) - Log(Dfrac(16)))) + (Log(Dfrac(5)) + Log(Dfrac(95))

- 2 * Log(Dfrac(50))) / (2 * (Log(Dfrac(95)) - Log(Dfrac(5))))

KurtMM = (Log(Dfrac(5)) - Log(Dfrac(95))) / (2.44 * (Log(Dfrac(25))

- Log(Dfrac(75))))

’GmMM = (Dfrac(16) + Dfrac(50) + Dfrac(84)) / 3

’SigmaMM = (Dfrac(84) - Dfrac(16)) / 4 + (Dfrac(95) - Dfrac(5)) / 6.6

’SkewMM = (Dfrac(84) + Dfrac(16) - 2 * Dfrac(50)) / (2 * (Dfrac(84) -

Dfrac(16))) + (Dfrac(95) + Dfrac(5) - 2 * Dfrac(50)) / (2 * (Dfrac(95) - Dfrac(5)))

’KurtMM = (Dfrac(95) - Dfrac(5)) / (2.44 * (Dfrac(75) - Dfrac(25)))

Cells(36, 8) = GmP

Cells(37, 8) = SigmaP

Cells(38, 8) = SkewP
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Cells(39, 8) = KurtP

Cells(40, 8) = ""

Cells(41, 8) = ""

Cells(36, 9) = GmMM

Cells(37, 9) = SigmaMM

Cells(38, 9) = SkewMM

Cells(39, 9) = KurtMM

Cells(40, 9) = ""

Cells(41, 9) = ""

End Sub

Sub moments()

’ Variables definition

Dim sieve(50), sievemm(50), midpoint(50), midpointmm(50), weight(50),

weightmid(50) As Double

Dim mom1, mom2, mom3, mom4, mom5, mom6, total, wghtfrac(50),

wghtcumul(50), firmom(50), secmom(50), thimom(50), foumom(50),

fifmom(50), sixmom(50) As Double

Dim n, i As Integer

Call normalization

’Initializations

total = 0

Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

’ Reading sieve sizes and weight fraction

n = 2
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While IsEmpty(Cells(n, 1)) = False

sievemm(n - 1) = Cells(n, 1)

sieve(n - 1) = -Log(Cells(n, 1)) / Log(2)

weight(n - 1) = Cells(n, 3) / 100

n = n + 1

Wend

For i = 1 To 33 Step 1

midpoint(i) = (sieve(i) + sieve(i + 1)) / 2

weightmid(i) = (weight(i) + weight(i + 1)) / 2

Next i

For i = 1 To 33 Step 1

firmom(i) = weightmid(i) * midpoint(i)

mom1 = mom1 + firmom(i)

Next i

mom1 = mom1

For i = 1 To 33 Step 1

secmom(i) = weightmid(i) * (midpoint(i) - mom1) ^ 2

mom2 = mom2 + secmom(i)

Next i

mom2 = (mom2) ^ 0.5

For i = 1 To 33 Step 1

thimom(i) = weightmid(i) * (midpoint(i) - mom1) ^ 3

mom3 = mom3 + thimom(i)

Next i

mom3 = (mom3) / (mom2 ^ 2) ^ (3 / 2)

For i = 1 To 33 Step 1

foumom(i) = weightmid(i) * (midpoint(i) - mom1) ^ 4

mom4 = mom4 + foumom(i)
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Next i

mom4 = (mom4) / (mom2 ^ 2) ^ (2)

For i = 1 To 33 Step 1

fifmom(i) = weightmid(i) * (midpoint(i) - mom1) ^ 5

mom5 = mom5 + fifmom(i)

Next i

mom5 = (mom5) / (mom2 ^ 2) ^ (5 / 2)

For i = 1 To 33 Step 1

sixmom(i) = weightmid(i) * (midpoint(i) - mom1) ^ 6

mom6 = mom6 + sixmom(i)

Next i

mom6 = (mom6) / (mom2 ^ 2) ^ (3)

Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

Cells(35, 8) = "Phi Units"

Cells(36, 7) = "1st moment (mean)"

Cells(37, 7) = "2nd moment (std. dev.)"

Cells(38, 7) = "3rd moment (skewness)"

Cells(39, 7) = "4th moment (kurtosis)"

Cells(40, 7) = "5th moment (mm5)"

Cells(41, 7) = "6th moment (mm6)"

Cells(35, 9) = "mm"

Cells(36, 8) = mom1

Cells(37, 8) = mom2

Cells(38, 8) = mom3

Cells(39, 8) = mom4

Cells(40, 8) = mom5

Cells(41, 8) = mom6
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mom1 = 0

mom2 = 0

mom3 = 0

mom4 = 0

mom5 = 0

mom6 = 0

For i = 1 To 33 Step 1

midpointmm(i) = (sievemm(i) + sievemm(i + 1)) / 2

Next i

For i = 1 To 33 Step 1

firmom(i) = weightmid(i) * midpointmm(i)

mom1 = mom1 + firmom(i)

Next i

mom1 = mom1

For i = 1 To 33 Step 1

secmom(i) = weightmid(i) * (midpointmm(i) - mom1) ^ 2

mom2 = mom2 + secmom(i)

Next i

mom2 = (mom2) ^ 0.5

For i = 1 To 33 Step 1

thimom(i) = weightmid(i) * (midpointmm(i) - mom1) ^ 3

mom3 = mom3 + thimom(i)

Next i

mom3 = (mom3) / (mom2 ^ 2) ^ (3 / 2)

For i = 1 To 33 Step 1

foumom(i) = weightmid(i) * (midpointmm(i) - mom1) ^ 4

mom4 = mom4 + foumom(i)
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Next i

mom4 = (mom4) / (mom2 ^ 2) ^ (2)

For i = 1 To 33 Step 1

fifmom(i) = weightmid(i) * (midpointmm(i) - mom1) ^ 5

mom5 = mom5 + fifmom(i)

Next i

mom5 = (mom5) / (mom2 ^ 2) ^ (5 / 2)

For i = 1 To 33 Step 1

sixmom(i) = weightmid(i) * (midpointmm(i) - mom1) ^ 6

mom6 = mom6 + sixmom(i)

Next i

mom6 = (mom6) / (mom2 ^ 2) ^ (3)

Application.Worksheets("Input").Activate

Cells(36, 9) = mom1

Cells(37, 9) = mom2

Cells(38, 9) = mom3

Cells(39, 9) = mom4

Cells(40, 9) = mom5

Cells(41, 9) = mom6

’Application.Worksheets("Phi Units").Activate

’For i = n To 2 Step -1

’wghtfrac((i - n) * -1 + 2) = weight(i) / total * 100

’wghtcumul((i - n) * -1 + 2) = wghtcumul((i - n) * -1 + 1) + wghtfrac((i

- n) * -1 + 2)

’Cells((i - n) * -1 + 2, 1) = sieve(i)

’Cells((i - n) * -1 + 2, 2) = wghtfrac((i - n) * -1 + 2)

’Cells((i - n) * -1 + 2, 3) = wghtcumul((i - n) * -1 + 2)
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’Next i

End Sub

The following code was written in MATLAB ®by Oliver Lopez.

function [Result, Resultnew, Moments,diameters,mud,B,corr]=getK(beta,GSAinput)

%% Constants

Viscosity=8.8763e-4; %Dynamic viscosity of water at 25C [Pa*s]

g=9.81; %Gravitational constant [m/s]

Density=999.075118; %Density of water at 25C [kg/m^3]

KinViscosity=0.8902; %Kinematic viscosity of water at 25C [mm^2/s]

nG=size(GSAinput,2); %Number of samples in GSAinput matrix

%% Parameters depending on grain size/shape

Cs_Barr=1.175;

mFandH=5;

ThetaFandH=6;

%% Grain size and weight vectors

%Vector containing the sieve grain sizes in mm (nonlinear)

mesh=[0.05 0.063 0.074 0.09 0.106 0.125 0.15 0.18 0.212 0.25 0.3 0.335 0.4 0.5

0.6 0.71 0.85 1 1.18 1.4 1.7 2 2.36 2.8 3.35 4 4.75 5.6 6.3 6.7 8 9.5 11.2 12.5];

%Vector containing the sieve grain sizes in phi units (linear with a slope

%of 0.25phi units/sievenumber)

meshp=-log2(mesh)’;

meshpm=zeros(33,1);
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weight=zeros(33,nG);

wf=zeros(33,nG);

wc=zeros(33,nG);

%Midpoint grain size vectors and midpoint weights

for i=1:33

meshpm(i)=(meshp(i)+meshp(i+1))/2; %Midpoint vector in phi units

weight(i,:)=(GSAinput(i,:)+GSAinput(i+1,:))/2; %Midpoint weight vector

dmean(i,1)=(mesh(i)*mesh(i+1))^0.5; %Geometric mean vector, used in Fair and

Hatch

end

meshm=1./(2.^meshpm); %Midpoint vector in mm

for i=1:nG

meshM(:,i)=meshm;

meshMP(:,i)=meshpm;

dmean(:,i)=dmean(:,1); %Geometric mean matrix, used in FandH

end

totw=sum(weight);

for i=1:33

wf(i,:)=weight(i,:)./totw; %Weight fraction (g/g)

if i>1

wc(i,:)=wc(i-1,:)+wf(i,:); %Cumulative weight fraction (g/g)

else

wc(i,:)=wf(i,:);

end
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end

mud(1,:)=wf(1,:)*100; %Mud content

%Biggest grain size

%%{

fnd=zeros(nG,1);

i=34;

while (min(fnd)==0 && i>1)

vector=find(GSAinput(i,:)>0);

if ~isempty(vector)

vector2=find(fnd>0); %Find the ones previously found

if ~isempty(vector2)

vector=vector(~ismember(vector,vector2)); %Remove the ones previously

found

end

mud(2,vector)=mesh(i);%Save grain size value

fnd(vector)=1; %Tag as found

end

i=i-1;

end

%}

%% Temperature normalization

Temp=GSAinput(36,:); %Temperature of the samples
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dens=1000.*(1-(Temp+288.9414)./(508929.2.*(Temp+68.12963)).*(Temp

-3.9863).^2); %Density at temperature Temp [kg/m^3]

kvisco = (2.414 * 1e-5 * 10 .^ (247.8 ./ (Temp + 273.16 - 140))).* 1000;

%Kinematic viscosity at temperature Temp [mm^2/s]

dvisc=kvisco.*dens.*1e-6; %Dynamic viscosity at temperature Temp [Pa*s]

corr=(Density./dens).*(dvisc./Viscosity); %Correction coefficient

Result=zeros(21,nG);

Result(21,:)=GSAinput(37,:).*corr; %Normalized hk (temperature it would have

at 25C)

%% Moments calculation

% Moments in mm

m1=sum(wf.*meshM); %1st moment (array)

mu=zeros(33,nG); %1st moment in matrix form

for i=1:33

mu(i,:)=m1;

end

m2=sum((meshM-mu).^2.*wf); %2nd moment (array)

m3=sum((meshM-mu).^3.*wf); %3rd moment (array)

m4=sum((meshM-mu).^4.*wf); %4th moment (array)

m5=sum((meshM-mu).^5.*wf); %5th moment (array)

m6=sum((meshM-mu).^6.*wf); %6th moment (array)

%Moments in phi units

mp1=sum(wf.*meshMP); %1st moment (array)

mup=zeros(33,nG); %1st moment in matrix form
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for i=1:33

mup(i,:)=mp1;

end

mp2=sum((meshMP-mup).^2.*wf); %2nd moment (array)

mp3=sum((meshMP-mup).^3.*wf); %3rd moment (array)

mp4=sum((meshMP-mup).^4.*wf); %4th moment (array)

mp5=sum((meshMP-mup).^5.*wf); %5th moment (array)

mp6=sum((meshMP-mup).^6.*wf); %6th moment (array)

%% Moments measures --> Moments matrix (output)

Moments=zeros(12,nG);

%Moment measures in mm

Moments(1,:)=m1; %Mean

Moments(2,:)=sqrt(m2); %Standard deviation

Moments(3,:)=m3./(m2.^(3/2)); %Skewness

Moments(4,:)=m4./(m2.^2); %Kurtosis

Moments(5,:)=m5./(m2.^2.5); %Corresponding 5th moment measure

Moments(6,:)=m6./(m2.^3); %Corresponding 6th moment measure

%Moment measures in phi units

Moments(7,:)=mp1; %Mean

Moments(8,:)=sqrt(mp2); %Standard deviation

Moments(9,:)=mp3./(mp2.^(3/2)); %Skewness

Moments(10,:)=mp4./(mp2.^2); %Kurtosis

Moments(11,:)=mp5./(mp2.^2.5); %Corresponding 5th moment measure

Moments(12,:)=mp6./(mp2.^3); %Corresponding 6th moment measure

%% Effective grain size calculation
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%diameters in phi (interpolation in phi space)

diametersp=zeros(5,nG);

for i=1:nG

diametersp(1,i)=dfrac(0.1,meshpm,wc(:,i)); %d10

diametersp(2,i)=dfrac(0.17,meshpm,wc(:,i)); %d17

diametersp(3,i)=dfrac(0.20,meshpm,wc(:,i)); %d20

diametersp(4,i)=dfrac(0.50,meshpm,wc(:,i)); %d50

diametersp(5,i)=dfrac(0.60,meshpm,wc(:,i)); %d60

diametersp(6,i)=dfrac(0.9,meshpm,wc(:,i)); %d90

end

%diameters in mm (transformation from phi space to mm)

diameters=1./(2.^diametersp);

diameters(10,:)=diameters(6,:); %copy d90 to the end

diameters(6,:)=diameters(5,:)./diameters(1,:); %Coefficient of uniformity d60/d10

u=diameters(6,:); %Coefficient of uniformity

d10=diameters(1,:); %d10 in mm

d17=diameters(2,:); %d17 in mm

d20=diameters(3,:); %d20 in mm

d50=diameters(4,:); %d50 in mm

Porosity=GSAinput(35,:); %Porosity

%% Methods that require other calculations

%Alyamani and Sen (1993)

%This method requires the calculation of I0

%I0 is the intercept of the line formed by d50 and d10

%with the grain size axis in mm
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slop=(0.5-0.1)./(d50-d10);

intercept1=0.1-slop.*d10;

I0=-intercept1./slop;

%Barr 2000

%This equation requires the calculation of the hydraulic radius m

%m=n/S where n is the Porosity and S is the surface area

% S = CsS0(1-n) Cs is a surface area adjusting parameter

%S0 is the surface area per unit mass of solid material

%S0=3/r

%r is the radius of the sphere representing the grain in m

r=meshM/2000; %radius in m

S0=3./r;

%Convert Cs to vector

for i=1:nG

Cs_Barr(i)=Cs_Barr(1,1);

end

%Calculate the surface area of each unit mass

S0=S0.*wf;

%Obtain total surface area per sample

S = Cs_Barr.*sum(S0).*(1-Porosity);

%Obtain hydraulic radius

hrm=Porosity./S;
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%Fair and Hatch 1933

%This equation requires the calculation of

%Sum ( wf*100/ dm) where dm is the geometric mean

%dmean is in m

dmean=dmean/1000;

sumdm=sum(100.*wf./dmean);

%Zamarin (from Lu et al., 2012) , Zunker 1932 (from Lu et al., 2012) and Kruger

%These methods require the calculation of an effective grain diameter

%The calculations are similar (See table 1.docx)

%d1 is the largest diameter of the finest fraction

d1=0.0625;

%dg1 is the weight of the material of the finest fraction in parts of

the total weight

dg1=wf(1,:);

%Normal mesh in matrix form

for i=1:nG

meshMat(:,i)=mesh’;

d1(i)=d1(1);

end

%dmax and dmin are maximum and minimum grain diameters of each

%fraction, while dgi is the weight fraction
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sumZam=zeros(1,nG);

sumZunk=zeros(1,nG);

sumKrug=zeros(1,nG);

sumKrug=dg1./d1;

for i=3:34

dgi(i-2,:)=wf(i-1,:);

dmax(i-2,:)=meshMat(i,:);

dmin(i-2,:)=meshMat(i-1,:);

sumZam=sumZam+dgi(i-2,:).*(log(dmax(i-2,:)./dmin(i-2,:))./

(dmax(i-2,:)-dmin(i-2,:)));

sumZunk=sumZunk+dgi(i-2,:)

.*(dmax(i-2,:)-dmin(i-2,:))./(dmax(i-2,:).*dmin(i-2,:)

.*log(dmax(i-2,:)./dmin(i-2,:)));

sumKrug=sumKrug+2.*dgi(i-2,:)./(dmax(i-2,:)+dmin(i-2,:));

end

sumZam=sumZam+(3/2).*dg1/d1;

sumZunk=sumZunk+(3/2).*dg1/d1;

%Effective grain sizes

deZam=1./sumZam;

deZunk=1./sumZunk;

deKrug=1./sumKrug;

diameters(7,:)=deZam;

diameters(8,:)=deZunk;

diameters(9,:)=deKrug;
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%% Calculate all methods if beta is specified, or only specific methods for

%% environmental groups

if beta==0

%1 Beach - Hazen original 1.27e-4

%2 Beach Siliciclastic - Harleman 3e-4

%3 Beach Mixed - Zunker 0.72e-4

%4 Beach Carbonate - Beyer 2.51e-5

%5 Dune - Hazen original 4.35e-4

%6 Dune Coast - Krumbein 273.24

%7 Dune Interior - Harleman 1.6e-3

%8 Offshore - Kruger 1.49e-4

%9 Offshore 2-15 - Kruger 1.87e-4

%10 Offshore 2 - Zunker 2.84e-4

%11 Offshore mixed - Pavchich 7.75e-1

%12 Offshore siliciclastic - Beyer 1.25e-4

%13 River - Harleman 6.83e-5

%14 River Ephemeral - Beyer 1.8e-4

%15 River Perennial - Krumbein 4.93

beta = [1.27e-4 3e-4 0.72e-4 2.51e-5 4.35e-4 273.24 1.6e-3 1.49e-4

1.87e-4 2.84e-4 7.75e-1 1.25e-4 6.83e-5 1.8e-4 4.93];

alpha = [17.71 13.66 18.37 18.13 4.86 14.08 1.6 9.54 3.76 10.25 10.28 8.12

38.67 -8.32 43.07];

error = [13.61 5.82 6.17 7.31 4.9 6.82 3.38 10.12 5.68 10.91 5.88 2.17 22.95

18.51 12.96];

group=input(’Please specify the environmental group:’);
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B=0; corr=0;

switch group

case 1

%Hazen-original (1892, 1911)

K=(3600*24)*g/KinViscosity*beta(group).*(1+10.*(Porosity-0.26)).*d10.^2;

K=K+alpha(group);

Result(7,:)=K;

case 2

%Harleman et al 1963

%this equation uses d10 in m

K=(3600*24)*Density*g/Viscosity*beta(group).*(d10./1000).^2;

K=K+alpha(group);

Result(6,:)=K;

case 3

K=(3600*24)*beta(group)*(g/KinViscosity).*(Porosity./(1-Porosity)).*deZunk.^2;

K=K+alpha(group);

Result(20,:)=K;

case 4

K = (3600*24)*g/KinViscosity*beta(group).*log(500./u).*d10.^2;

K=K+alpha(group);

Result(3,:)=K;

case 5

K= (3600*24)*g/KinViscosity*beta(group).*(1+10.*(Porosity-0.26)).*d10.^2;

K=K+alpha(group);
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Result(7,:)=K;

case 6

GM=Moments(1,:); %Geometric mean in mm

Sigma=Moments(8,:); %Standard deviation in phi units

K=(0.7416)*beta(group).*(GM.^2).*exp(-1.31.*Sigma);

K=K+alpha(group);

Result(12,:)=K;

case 7

K=(3600*24)*Density*g/Viscosity*beta(group).*(d10./1000).^2;

K=K+alpha(group);

Result(6,:)=K;

case 8

K=(3600*24)*beta(group)*(g/KinViscosity).*(Porosity./(1-Porosity).^2)

.*deKrug.^2;

K=K+alpha(group);

Result(11,:)=K;

case 9

K=(3600*24)*beta(group)*(g/KinViscosity).*(Porosity./(1-Porosity).^2)

.*deKrug.^2;

K=K+alpha(group);

Result(11,:)=K;

case 10

K=(3600*24)*beta(group)*(g/KinViscosity).*(Porosity./(1-Porosity))

.*deZunk.^2;
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K=K+alpha(group);

Result(20,:)=K;

case 11

%This equation uses d17 instead of d10, and a factor tao*0.35.

tao=1.05/KinViscosity;

K=864*0.35*beta(group)*tao.*d17.^2;

K=K+alpha(group);

Result(14,:)=K;

case 12

K = (3600*24)*g/KinViscosity*beta(group).*log(500./u).*d10.^2;

K=K+alpha(group);

Result(3,:)=K;

case 13

K = (3600*24)*Density*g/Viscosity*beta(group).*(d10./1000).^2;

K=K+alpha(group);

Result(6,:)=K;

case 14

K = (3600*24)*g/KinViscosity*beta(group).*log(500./u).*d10.^2;

K=K+alpha(group);

Result(3,:)=K;

case 15

GM=Moments(1,:); %Geometric mean in mm

Sigma=Moments(8,:); %Standard deviation in phi units
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K=(0.7416)*beta(group).*(GM.^2).*exp(-1.31.*Sigma);

K=K+alpha(group);

Result(3,:)=K;

end

Resultnew=Result;

msg1=strcat([’Hydraulic conductivity: ’ num2str(K)]);

disp(msg1);

msg2=strcat([’Estimated error: ’ num2str(error(group))]);

disp(msg2);

else

%Notes:

%The methods are stored in rows 1-20

%The normalized hydraulic conductivity is stored in row 21

%Beyer 1964

Result(3,:)=(3600*24)*g/KinViscosity*beta(3).*log(500./u).*d10.^2;

%Chapuis et al 2003

E=Porosity./(1-Porosity); %Void ratio

Result(4,:)=864*beta(4).*((d10.^2.*E.^3)./(1+E)).^0.7825;

%Harleman et al 1963

%this equation uses d10 in m

Result(6,:)=(3600*24)*Density*g/Viscosity*beta(6).*(d10./1000).^2;

%Hazen-original (1892, 1911)
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Result(7,:)=(3600*24)*g/KinViscosity*beta(7).*(1+10.*(Porosity-0.26)).*d10.^2;

%Hazen-mod (as in Carrier 2003)

%the equation uses d10 in cm

Result(8,:)=864*beta(8).*(d10./10).^2;

%Kozeny 1953

Result(9,:)=(3600*24)*g/KinViscosity*beta(9).*(Porosity.^3./(1-Porosity).^2)

.*d10.^2;

%Kozeny-Carman (Kozeny, 1927, 1953; Carman, 1937, 1956, Bear, 1972)

%This equation uses d10 in m

Result(10,:)=(3600*24)*beta(10)*Density*g/Viscosity.*(Porosity.^3/(1-Porosity).^2)

.*(d10/1000).^2;

%Krumbein and Monk 1943

GM=Moments(1,:); %Geometric mean in mm

Sigma=Moments(8,:); %Standard deviation in phi units

Result(12,:)=(0.7416)*beta(12).*(GM.^2).*exp(-1.31.*Sigma);

%NAVFAC DM7 (1974, from Chesnaux et al., 2011)

Result(13,:)=864*beta(13)*10.^(1.291.*E-0.6435).*d10.^(10.^(0.5504-0.2937.*E));

%Pavchich (Pravedny, 1966)

%This equation uses d17 instead of d10, and a factor tao*0.35.

tao=1.05/KinViscosity;

Result(14,:)=864*0.35*beta(14)*tao.*d17.^2;

%Sauerbrei (from Vukovic and Soro, 1992)

%This equation uses d17 and the factor tao
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Result(15,:)=(3600*24)*g/KinViscosity*beta(15).*(Porosity.^3/(1-Porosity).^2)

*tao.*d17.^2;

%Slichter 1899

Result(16,:)=(3600*24)*g/KinViscosity*beta(16).*Porosity.^3.287.*d10.^2;

%Terzaghi 1925

Result(17,:)=(3600*24)*g/KinViscosity*beta(17).*((Porosity-0.13)./(1-Porosity)

.^(1/3)).^2.*d10.^2;

%U. S. Bureau of Reclamation (from Vukovic and Soro, 1992)

%This equation uses d20

Result(18,:)=(3600*24)*g/KinViscosity*beta(18).*d20.^2.3;

%% Methods that require other calculations

%Alyamani and Sen (1993)

Result(1,:)=beta(1).*(I0+0.025.*(d50-d10)).^2;

%Barr 2000

Result(2,:)=(3600*24)*beta(2)*(Density*g/Viscosity).*Porosity.*hrm.^2;

%Fair and Hatch 1933

Result(5,:)=(3600*24)*beta(5)*(1/mFandH)*(Density*g/Viscosity)

.*(Porosity.^3./(1-Porosity).^2).*(1./(ThetaFandH./100.*sumdm).^2);

%Zamarin (from Lu et al., 2012) , Zunker 1932 (from Lu et al., 2012) and

%Kruger

Result(19,:)=(3600*24)*beta(19)*(g/KinViscosity).*(Porosity.^3./(1-Porosity)
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.^2).*deZam.^2;

Result(20,:)=(3600*24)*beta(20)*(g/KinViscosity).*(Porosity./(1-Porosity))

.*deZunk.^2;

Result(11,:)=(3600*24)*beta(11)*(g/KinViscosity).*(Porosity./(1-Porosity).^2)

.*deKrug.^2;

%% Post-processing

%Get correction factors

cf=zeros(1,20);

alfa=zeros(1,20);

SD=zeros(1,20);

for i=1:20

[cf(i) alfa(i) SD(i)]=calib(Result(21,:),Result(i,:));

end

%Get corrected beta coefficients, alfa and 2*SD

B(:,1)=(cf.*beta)’;

B(:,2)=alfa;

B(:,3)=2*SD;

%Multiply R matrix by correction factors

%Correction matrix

cf=cf’;

for i=1:nG

cf(:,i)=cf(:,1);

end

%Copy results to a new matrix
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Resultnew=Result;

%Apply correction factors to new matrix

Resultnew(1:20,:)=Resultnew(1:20,:).*cf;

%Analysis

corr = analysis(Resultnew,Moments);

%}

end

end

function [corrcell]=analysis(Result,Moments)

maxpvalue=0.05; %p-value threshold

maxR2=0.5; %R2 threshold

%Close all figures

close all;

%Methods and moments names

Methodsarray={’Alyamani’;’Barr’;’Beyer’;’Chapuis’;’Fair and Hatch’;’Harleman’;

’Hazen-Original’;’Hazen-mod’;’Kozeny’;’Kozeny-Carman’;’Kruger’;’Krumbein’;’NAVFAC DM7’;

’Pavchich’;’Sauerbrei’;’Slichter’;’Terzaghi’;’USBR’;’Zamarin’;’Zunker’};

Momentsarray={’Mean_{\xi}’;’\sigma_{\xi} ’;’Skewness_{\xi}’;’Kurtosis_{\xi}’;

’5th moment_{\xi}’;’6th moment_{\xi}’;’Mean_{\phi}’;’\sigma_{\phi} ’;’Skewness_{\phi}

’;’Kurtosis_{\phi}’;’5th moment_{\phi}’;’6th moment_{\phi}’};

%Get correlation coefficients R^2 and p-value

for i=1:20
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[r,p]=corrcoef(Result(21,:),Result(i,:));

R(i,1)=r(1,2)^2;

P(i,1)=p(1,2);

end

%Get correlation coefficients with Moments

for i=1:12

[r,p]=corrcoef(Result(21,:),Moments(i,:));

Rm(i,1)=r(1,2)^2;

Pm(i,1)=p(1,2);

end

%Display significantly correlated methods (p-values <0.05 and R^2>0.4)

disp(’Significantly correlated methods’);

fprintf(’R^2 p-value Method \n’);

for i=1:20

if P(i)<maxpvalue && R(i)>maxR2;

fprintf(’%f %f %s \n’,R(i),P(i),char(Methodsarray(i)));

end

end

%Display significantly correlated Moments (p-values <0.05 and R^2>0.4)

disp(’Significantly correlated parameters’);

fprintf(’R^2 p-value Parameter \n’);

for i=1:12

if Pm(i)<maxpvalue && Rm(i)>maxR2;

fprintf(’%f %f %s \n’,Rm(i),Pm(i),char(Momentsarray(i)));

end

end
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corrcell=zeros(1,20,4);

corrcell(1,:,1)=R;

corrcell(1,:,2)=P;

corrcell(1,1:12,3)=Rm;

corrcell(1,1:12,4)=Pm;

end

function [beta alfa SD]=calib(obs,est)

%Simple regression

sum1=0;

sum2=0;

me=mean(est);

mo=mean(obs);

for i=1:length(obs)

sum1=sum1+(est(i)-me)*(obs(i)-mo);

sum2=sum2+(est(i)-me)^2;

end

beta=sum1/sum2;

alfa=mo-beta*me;

%obs=alfa+beta*est <<modelo

sumerr=0;

sumtot=0;

for i=1:length(obs)

sumtot=(obs(i)-mo)^2+sumtot;

f(i)=alfa+beta*est(i);
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dif(i)=(obs(i)-f(i))^2;

sumerr=sumerr+(obs(i)-f(i))^2;

end

Rsq=1-sumerr/sumtot;

dif=sqrt(dif);

sumsd=0;

for i=1:length(dif)

sumsd=sumsd+(dif(i)-mean(dif))^2;

end

SD=sqrt(sumsd/length(dif));

endfunction []=Met()

Methodsarray={’Alyamani’;’Barr’;’Beyer’;’Chapuis’;’Fair and Hatch’;’Harleman’;

’Hazen-or’;’Hazen-mod’;’Kozeny’;’Kozeny-Carman’;’Kruger’;’Krumbein’;’NAVFAC DM7’;

’Pavchich’;’Sauerbrei’;’Slichter’;’Terzaghi’;’USBR’;’Zamarin’;’Zunker’};

for i=1:20

fprintf(’%d %s \n’,i,char(Methodsarray(i)));

end

end%% Funcion Dfrac

function[df]=dfrac(f,mesh,wcum)

out=0;

i=2;

dthres=mesh(33);

while(out==0 && i<34)
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if wcum(i)>f

slope1=(wcum(i)-wcum(i-1))/(mesh(i)-mesh(i-1));

b=wcum(i)-slope1*mesh(i);

dthres=(f-b)/slope1;

out=1; %Exit Do

end

i=i+1;

end

df=dthres;

end
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B Grain Size Analysis Data

The following table presents the grain size analysis distribution for the 39 wadi sediment

samples. Outlier samples are shown in yellow. The measured temperature and porosity

is also provided. The sediment samples for the Beach, Offshore, and Dune groups can be

provided upon request from Prof. Thomas M Missimer.



Size	  (mm) CS1-‐1 CS1-‐2 CS1-‐3 CS1-‐4 CS1-‐5
0.05 0.64 0.1 0.02 0.2 0.93

0.063 0.34 0.05 0.03 0.08 0.31
0.074 0.54 0.15 0.03 0.11 0.52
0.09 0.58 0.19 0.06 0.14 0.55

0.106 0.86 0.33 0.18 0.22 0.78
0.125 1.49 0.7 0.43 0.47 1.36
0.15 1.78 1.11 0.95 0.73 1.54
0.18 2.14 1.7 1.58 1.04 1.93

0.212 2.78 2.72 2.68 1.48 2.5
0.25 3.26 3.79 3.41 2.14 2.99
0.3 4.93 6.53 5.17 2.52 4.64

0.335 5.02 6.52 4.92 2.6 4.93
0.4 5.89 7.51 5.38 3.34 6
0.5 6.12 6.85 5.24 3.85 5.91
0.6 7.69 7.96 6.52 5.5 6.97
0.71 7.41 7 5.87 6.09 6.22
0.85 5.92 5.47 4.94 5.58 4.51

1 7.1 6.21 6.22 7.32 5.37
1.18 6.75 5.12 6.03 7.54 4.87
1.4 7.52 5.97 7.24 9.53 5.96
1.7 5.38 4.15 5.12 7.17 3.96
2 4.37 3.34 5.44 7.44 3.92

2.36 3.64 3.51 4.49 8.83 4.32
2.8 2.48 3.07 4.42 7.47 3.93
3.35 2.15 2.25 4.02 6.39 2.87

4 1 2.05 3.58 3.62 4.98
4.75 0.69 1.44 1.14 4.05 1.55
5.6 1.45 0.71 1.31 2.64 2.18
6.3 0 1.36 1.58 2.68 2.45
6.7 0.93 1.11 1.78 2.49 3.39
8 1.14 3.17 1.61 5.74 0

9.5 0 0 4.67 0 7.42
11.2 0 2.93 0 2.15 1.91
12.5 10.07 14.61 6.65 4.58 3.94

Measured	  Hydraulic	  Cond. 9.33 52.7 55.38 80.18 20.82
Measured	  Temperature 23.4 23.4 23.4 23.4 23.4
Porosity 0.31 0.3 0.31 0.31 0.29
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CS2-‐1 CS2-‐2 CS2-‐3 CS2-‐4 CS2-‐5 CS3-‐1 CS3-‐2
0.06 0.03 0.01 0.02 3.16 0.24 0.05
0.06 0.02 0.01 0.01 1.61 0.11 0.03
0.15 0.05 0.03 0.05 2.62 0.24 0.04
0.52 0.1 0.06 0.07 2.76 0.3 0.07
0.56 0.22 0.2 0.14 3.84 0.47 0.09
1.49 0.7 0.53 0.44 5.67 0.92 0.22
2.4 1.26 0.97 0.94 5.5 1.21 0.36
3.34 1.94 1.5 1.76 5.51 1.56 0.58
4.67 2.96 2.49 3.07 5.81 2.16 1.16
5.62 3.74 3.33 4.24 5.55 2.61 2
8.25 5.65 5.49 6.92 6.86 3.97 4.08
8.15 5.94 5.78 7.62 6.18 4.29 5.07
9.71 7.24 7.35 9.65 6.8 5.8 6.66
9.58 7.49 7.45 10 6.29 6.58 6.84

11.76 9.76 10.53 12.24 7.21 9.44 8.68
11.05 9.18 9.16 11.02 6.18 9.74 7.86
9.07 7.75 7.76 8.85 4.58 8.18 6.18

10.11 8.95 9.14 9.85 5.29 9.33 7.31
8.94 8.61 8.52 8.29 4.74 8.37 7.07
8.71 8.21 8.74 8.36 4.74 9.34 8.05
4.82 4.71 5.38 4.67 3.04 6.15 5.5
3.38 4.12 3.74 3.44 2.36 5.47 4.86

3 2.63 2.98 2.66 2.52 5.28 5.42
2.26 2.14 2.01 1.53 2.31 4.7 4.12
0.81 0.89 1.61 1.07 2 3.42 2.58
0.59 0.9 0.8 0.35 1.83 2.81 1.78

0 0.5 0.56 0 0.17 1.72 0.6
0.29 0 0.48 0.21 0.69 1.97 0.36
0.46 0 0 0 0 1 0.72

0 0.88 0 0.49 2.59 2.75 3.31
0 1 0.86 0 2.92 1.57 3.92
0 1.48 0 0 0 4.28 0
0 0 0 0 2.5 1.76 0

4.52 5.82 0 0 2.53 11.15 0
41.21 47.17 59.53 55.12 1.728 55.99 65.66
23.4 23.4 23.4 23.4 23.4 23.4 23.4
0.32 0.28 0.33 0.34 0.32 0.29 0.32
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CS3-‐3 CS3-‐4 CS3-‐5 CS4-‐1 CS4-‐2 CS4-‐3 CS6-‐1
0.03 0.21 2.1 0.68 0.07 0.03 0.16
0.03 0.12 0.8 0.32 0.05 0.01 0.06
0.08 0.23 1.25 0.57 0.07 0.04 0.1
0.09 0.33 1.23 0.59 0.11 0.09 0.17
0.1 0.66 1.68 0.91 0.24 0.21 0.24
0.23 1.56 2.62 1.57 0.68 0.85 0.54
0.45 2.22 2.87 1.87 1.21 1.82 1.01
0.85 2.81 3.27 2.32 1.92 3.38 1.24
1.57 3.3 3.81 3.18 3.21 5.81 1.88
2.68 3.49 3.87 3.98 4.37 7.48 3.26
5.88 3.56 4.91 6.32 6.68 10.3 4.56
8.4 3.08 4.66 7.12 6.17 8.63 7.17
12.5 3.59 5.76 10.35 6.77 8.38 7.88

13.78 3.77 5.59 12.77 6.25 7.16 9.41
16.69 5.28 7.1 18.79 7.71 7.95 12.37
13.58 5.85 6.77 19.46 7.2 6.94 11.91
8.36 5.57 5.26 15.1 5.86 5.22 9.76
7.33 7.88 6.1 15.36 7.01 5.92 9.28
4.8 8.6 5.86 11.21 6.57 5.23 8.11
3.95 11.61 6.7 9.15 7.63 5.66 7.25
1.69 8.84 4.33 3.89 5.28 3.08 4.07
1.36 7.53 4.27 2.77 4.68 2.98 3.22
1.26 7.31 4.56 1.74 4.94 2.26 1.74
1.02 6.75 4.44 0.88 4.11 2.09 1.38
0.63 7.15 3.63 0.82 4.75 0.95 0.7
0.75 3.24 2.44 1.12 4.15 1.31 1.15
0.86 1.89 1.39 0.22 3.11 0.17 0.62
0.22 4.02 1.4 0.4 2.97 0.63 0.26
0.85 1.51 1.3 0 0.76 0 0
1.07 2.48 3.14 0.63 5.74 0.86 0
2.37 4.4 3.75 0.9 4.11 0 0

0 1.94 4.67 0 3.57 0 0
0 0 0 3.13 0 4.31 0
0 4.55 9.04 0 10.77 5.01 0

60.65 39.48 0.2074 3.344 51.32 52.44 54.8957895
23.4 23.4 23.4 23.4 23.4 23.4 23.4
0.34 0.31 0.27 0.33 0.28 0.33 0.33189655
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CS6-‐4 CS6-‐5 CS7-‐1 CS7-‐2 CS7-‐3 E-‐0 E-‐1
0.08 0.17 0.07 0.03 0.04 15.16 22.35
0.03 0.06 0.06 0.04 0.04 4.41 9.25
0.04 0.05 0.09 0.05 0.03 6.23 14.69
0.06 0.05 0.11 0.05 0.06 4.35 9.77
0.07 0.07 0.14 0.15 0.1 5.44 10.79
0.26 0.12 0.41 0.52 0.31 8.22 13.31
0.7 0.3 1.21 1.45 0.75 11.38 12.77
1.08 0.62 2.08 2.06 1.2 10.19 8.38
1.94 1.62 3.94 3.46 2.23 12.14 7.97
4.17 4.89 7.58 6.55 4.71 15.94 7.86
4.95 8.53 9.27 7.69 5.93 13.06 4.38
6.71 14.07 11.13 9.61 7.86 11.3 2.4
6.18 13.82 10.26 8.85 7.26 7.21 1.09
6.75 14.5 11.51 9.22 7.75 4.88 0.66
8.1 17.65 14.84 11.49 10.03 3.74 0.6
7.54 16.93 15.13 11.15 9.76 1.88 0.47
6.46 14.94 11.87 8.86 8.13 0.91 0.33
6.28 17.36 11.47 9.14 8.17 0.71 0.27
6.16 19.22 9.05 7.57 7.63 0.4 0.24
7.85 25.31 7.75 6.85 7.62 0.37 0.22
5.87 24.63 3.35 3.52 4.85 0.22 0.05
6.31 27.47 2.93 2.91 4.66 0.17 0.12
5.07 26.52 1.63 1.78 3.24 0.17 0.07
6.63 33.05 1.04 1.45 3.86 0.06 0.09
6.99 25.2 0.5 0.76 1.68 0.25 0
8.78 26.98 1.04 0.92 1.62 0.14 0.15
4.9 12.55 0.44 0.2 1.09 0.69 0
4.47 17.09 0 0.29 0.98 0 0
1.16 5.06 0.38 0 0.48 0 0
7.36 18.12 1.18 0.71 1.83 0 0
8.76 16.43 0 0 1.17 0 0
5.73 16.19 0 0 2.75 0 0
2.53 2.44 0 0 0 0 0

15.72 84.98 0 0 8.47 3.67 0
50.0253296 61.8499837 60.142171 53.3092772 48.643763 1.71689171 1.06097079

23.4 23.4 23.4 23.4 23.4 23.4 23.4
0.2755102 0.2745098 0.35849057 0.33663366 0.30731707 0.38053097 0.40723982
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E-‐2 E-‐3 E-‐4 E-‐5 E-‐6 E-‐7 E-‐8
22.78 2.36 2.24 4.23 9.95 7.61 9.89
8.45 0.67 0.54 0.65 1.54 2.34 2.49

13.16 0.96 0.8 0.92 2.25 2.49 3.35
9.09 0.64 0.58 0.64 1.53 2 2.12

10.52 0.81 0.8 0.81 1.91 1.97 2.51
14.5 1.01 1.14 0.94 2.27 2.55 3.02

15.89 1.35 1.67 1.21 2.63 2.42 3.35
10.7 1.47 1.9 1.23 2.38 1.89 2.84
9.81 2.02 2.83 1.57 2.61 2.18 3.02
9.24 3.71 5.44 2.61 4.09 2.81 4
5.36 4.63 6.64 3.17 4.64 3.38 3.38
3.53 5.61 8.25 4.36 6.19 4.05 3.26
1.91 5.06 7.52 4.71 5.95 4.15 2.64
1.42 5.2 7.64 5.77 6.72 4.79 2.42
1.21 6.52 9.6 7.94 7.67 6.07 2.73
0.71 5.55 8.74 8.49 6.71 5.9 2.47
0.43 4.11 6.34 7.99 5.42 4.6 2.02
0.5 4.81 7.9 8.79 5.27 4.98 2.05
0.34 3.88 6.74 8.87 4.75 4.3 1.95
0.72 4.46 7.68 10.23 5.27 5.38 2.11
0.22 3.05 5.45 7.68 3.81 5.86 1.66
0.03 3.27 5.07 7.91 3.75 6.12 1.53

0 3.16 4.88 7.73 3.15 6.56 1.06
0 3.69 5.79 7.55 4.01 6.54 1.72
0 3.76 5.68 5.95 3.26 5.09 1.2
0 5.56 5.34 4.16 3.59 4.2 1.67
0 5.27 4.72 3.89 2.29 6 2.59
0 4.97 3.7 2.48 2.81 3.84 1.23
0 0.82 1.54 0.54 1.42 0.82 0.33
0 4.24 9.48 6.38 6.85 2.33 2.34
0 7.55 2.28 0 2.62 6.35 1.41
0 7.55 3.14 2.07 1.06 4.28 7.64
0 5.18 12.63 0 2.52 22.61 8.71
0 17.35 6.8 17.65 16.74 21.13 37.9

0.88153798 3.99253195 24.1624382 23.0021352 0.69048077 3.26836589 0.3417016
23.4 23.4 23.4 23.4 23.4 23.4 23.4

0.38604651 0.25742574 0.26168224 0.3 0.22413793 0.2360515 0.30092593
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E-‐9 W-‐0 W-‐1 W-‐2 W-‐3 W-‐4
10.27 5.54 5.16 9.32 9.18 3.38
2.69 1.5 1.63 2.09 2.33 0.83
3.46 1.92 1.48 2.62 2.02 1.08
2.16 1.24 1.32 1.58 1.52 0.72
2.56 1.01 1.3 1.84 1.31 0.91
3.13 1.81 1.83 2.21 1.63 1.16
3.61 2.06 1.98 2.45 1.54 1.51
3.13 2.1 1.91 2.03 1.33 1.5
3.55 1.64 2.53 2.11 1.7 1.82
4.97 2.23 3.86 3.01 2.27 3.07
4.89 2.31 4.6 3.05 2.82 3.55
5.28 2.76 5.08 3.44 3.59 4.13
4.36 2.6 4.31 3.08 3.43 3.63
4.34 2.99 4.17 3.29 3.97 3.66
4.8 4.62 4.61 4.48 4.89 4.65
4.21 4.86 4.2 4.41 4.74 4.2
3.36 4.45 3.72 3.57 4.31 2.99
3.2 6.35 4.03 4.61 4.77 3.77
2.87 6.46 3.94 4.91 4.88 3.35
3.41 8.73 5.78 5.6 6.09 4.16
2.82 6.81 3.8 4.48 5.47 3.44
2.67 6.96 4.53 4.39 5.78 3.52
2.53 6.66 4.77 4.27 5.31 3.15
3.55 7.89 5.12 3.84 5.7 5.59
2.41 4.45 2.48 3.98 4.79 5.67
4.96 5.26 6.36 2.01 6.4 5.45

2 6.44 2.62 2.94 2.5 5.79
2.44 1.31 3.58 3.12 5.05 7.19
1.9 0.59 4.56 0.79 1.73 5.18
3.7 3.16 7.23 2.82 8.57 6.51
3.17 3.36 7.5 2.12 0.92 8.67
4.8 1.41 6.19 3.73 8.32 9.42
3.24 4.6 2.26 3.85 0 3.09

18.27 1.69 3.36 9.82 3.53 3.64
0.41540536 1.0447896 4.77122609 1.37384031 1.03386428 3.12496882

23.4 23.4 23.4 23.4 23.4 23.4
0.26106195 0.26548673 0.26315789 0.26923077 0.25 0.26785714
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